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ABSTRACT

With rising concerns over commercial aviation’s contribution to global carbon emissions,

there exists a tremendous pressure on the aviation industry to find advanced technological

solutions to reduce its share of CO2 emissions. Single-aisle (or narrowbody) aircraft are the

biggest contributors to CO2 emissions by number of operations, insisting a need to reduce /

eliminate their aircraft-level fuel consumption as soon as possible. A potential solution for

this is to operate fully-electric single-aisle aircraft; however, the limitations of the current

(and predicted future) battery technology is forcing the industry to explore hybrid-electric

aircraft as a possible mid-term solution.

Modeling hybrid-electric aircraft comes with its own challenges due to the presence of

two different propulsion sources – gas turbine engines (powered by Jet-A fuel) and electric

motors (powered by batteries). Since traditional sizing approaches and legacy sizing tools

do not seem to work well for hybrid-electric aircraft, this work presents a “flight-mechanics-

based” conceptual sizing tool for hybrid-electric aircraft, set up as a Multidisciplinary Design

Optimization (MDO) toolbox. Some of the key features of the sizing tool include concurrently

sizing the electric motors and downsizing the gas turbine engines while meeting the one-

engine-inoperative (OEI) and top-of-climb constraints, and re-sizing the fuselage to account

for the volumetric constraints associated with required batteries. Current work considers a

parallel hybrid-electric single-aisle aircraft with a 900 nmi design range, with electric power

augmentation (with electric motors operating at full throttle) available only for the takeoff

and climb segments when sizing the aircraft. Four hybrid-electric propulsion technology cases

are considered, and the resulting hybrid-electric aircraft show 15.0% to 22.5% reduction in

fuel burn compared to a Boeing 737-800 aircraft.

Another challenge with modeling hybrid-electric aircraft is determining their off-design

performance characteristics (considering a different payload or mission range, or both). This

work presents an energy management tool – set up as a nonlinear programming optimization

problem – to minimize the fuel burn for a payload-range combination by identifying the

optimal combination of throttle settings for the gas turbine engines and the electric motors

during takeoff, climb, and cruise, along with identifying an optimal flight path. The energy
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management tool enables fuel savings of at least of 2%, with actual savings ranging from

142.1 lbs to 276.1 lbs per trip for a sample route (LGA–ORD) at a 80% load factor.

Although the hybrid-electric aircraft sizing and performance analysis studies show en-

couraging results about the potential reduction in carbon emissions at an aircraft level, the

future fleet-level carbon emissions are not expected to reduce proportionally to these aircraft

level emission reductions. This work predicts the fleet-level environmental impacts of future

single-aisle parallel hybrid-electric aircraft by modeling the behavior of a profit-seeking air-

line (with a mixture of conventional all Jet-A fuel burning and hybrid electric aircraft in

its fleet) using the Fleet-Level Environmental Evaluation Tool (FLEET). FLEET’s model-

based predictions rely upon historically-based information about US-touching airline routes

and passenger demand served by US flag-carrier airlines from the Bureau of Transportation

Statistics to initiate model-based predictions of future demand, aircraft fleet mix, and air-

craft operations. Using the aircraft performance coefficients from the energy management

tool to represent the behavior of a single-aisle parallel hybrid-electric aircraft, the FLEET

simulation predicts the changes in the fleet-wide carbon emissions due to the introduction of

this new aircraft in an airline fleet in the year 2035. By 2055, FLEET results predict that the

fleet-wide CO2 emissions with hybrid-electric aircraft in the fleet mix are at least 1.2% lower

than the fleet-wide CO2 emissions of a conventional (all Jet-A fuel burning) aircraft-only air-

line. The rather limited reduction in emissions is an attribute of the reduced range capability

and higher operating cost of the hybrid-electric aircraft (relative to a conventional aircraft

of similar size). This causes the airline to change the usage, acquisition and retirement of

its conventional aircraft when hybrid-electric aircraft are available; this is most notable to

serve passenger demand on certain predominantly single-aisle service routes that cannot be

flown by the future single-aisle hybrid-electric aircraft.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The transportation sector is one of the largest contributors to U.S. greenhouse gas (GHG)

emissions, with the commercial aviation industry acting as a significant contributor to the

overall emissions from the sector. In 2018, CO2 emissions from all commercial aircraft op-

erations totaled 918 million metric tons, accounting for 2.4% of global CO2 emissions from

fossil fuel use [  1 ]. In the last two decades (1990s and 2000s), carbon emissions from com-

mercial aviation worldwide grew at a slower pace than the growth of the industry. However,

emissions from commercial aviation between 2013 and 2019 have increased by 33% [ 1 ] due

to increased commercial air traffic, raising the industry’s contribution to global emissions.

Although there seems to be a respite in aviation emissions for the past two years because

of the COVID-19 pandemic-related travel restrictions, there are still high concerns over the

future contribution of commercial aviation to global CO2 emissions. These concerns – com-

bined with the rising interest among fliers to reduce their carbon footprint – are responsible

for the tremendous pressure that exists on the aviation industry to reduce (and eventually

eliminate) its share of CO2 emissions.

Organizations such as the International Air Transport Association (IATA) and the Inter-

national Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) have set goals for reducing CO2 emissions from

air transportation by 50% in 2050, relative to 2005 levels, and reducing individual aircraft

fuel consumption by 1.5% to 2.0% per year from 2009 to 2020 [  2 ], [  3 ]. NASA’s Subsonic

Fixed Wing (SFW) project set up its own emission reduction goals for individual aircraft [ 4 ],

[ 5 ]. In the SFW project, NASA used 2005 as the base or current year, with “N” denoting the

current generation of aircraft, i.e., aircraft in-production in 2005. N+1 denotes the next ma-

jor generation of aircraft with an expected Entry-In-Service (EIS) date of 2015. According

to NASA’s goals for the N+1 generation, individual aircraft fuel burn should reduce by 33%

compared to the current N generation of aircraft. With the next generation of aircraft – N+2

(with an initial operating capability by 2020) – NASA seeks to reduce individual aircraft

fuel burn by 40% with respect to the current N generation aircraft. The latest generation

studied in the SFW project is N+3, with an expected EIS between 2030 and 2035. NASA

hopes to reduce individual aircraft fuel burn by 70% for the N+3 generation compared to the
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current N generation aircraft. To meet this fuel burn reduction goal for individual aircraft

in the N+3 generation, NASA (along with other partners) is proposing / developing a range

of new technologies, including high aspect ratio laminar wing, electrified propulsion systems

(hybrid-electric, turbo-electric, and all-electric), boundary layer ingestion, hybrid-wing body,

and use of advanced structural materials [  6 ]. The combination of these technologies is essen-

tial to develop future fuel-efficient commercial aircraft, with electrified propulsion systems

acting as the key to minimizing CO2 emissions from commercial aircraft.

The ultimate solution to minimizing / eliminating aircraft-level CO2 emissions would be

to operate fully-electric aircraft (with batteries charged using as much green electricity as

possible). Fully-electric small regional jets could become available as early as the end of the

current decade, followed by fully-electric regional jets by early/mid-2030s. Single-aisle (or

narrowbody) aircraft are the biggest contributors to CO2 emissions by number of operations

[ 1 ], insisting a need to electrify them as soon as possible. However, the limitations of the

current (and predicted future) battery technology dictates that a fully-electric commercial

subsonic aircraft – single-aisle size or bigger – might not take to the skies until at least the

next two decades. Until fully-electric single-aisle (or bigger) commercial subsonic aircraft be-

come viable, the mid-term solution to the rising aviation emissions problem could be to opt

for some hybrid propulsion architectures that combine propulsion power from conventional

Jet-A fuel and batteries. These aircraft with partially electrified propulsion technologies

could serve as a stepping stone for developing sustainable fully-electric single-aisle (or big-

ger) commercial aircraft in the future, contributing to the momentum of electrification of

commercial aviation.

Modeling a hybrid-electric aircraft comes with its own challenges. The conceptual sizing

of a hybrid-electric aircraft requires information about the power and energy requirements

for each segment of the flight, which is essential for determining and implementing the

power split between the gas turbine engine (powered by Jet-A fuel) and the electric motor

(powered by batteries). This power split information drives the size of the batteries (or

fuel cells) and the amount of Jet-A fuel needed for the design mission. Traditional sizing

approaches and legacy sizing tools are unable to provide this information because most of

them were developed assuming a single energy source for aircraft propulsion. Hence, there
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is a need to develop new sizing approaches / tools that enable the sizing and analysis of

aircraft that utilize at least two sources of energy.

This work presents one such tool to model and analyze hybrid-electric aircraft — a “flight-

mechanics-based” sizing tool. The tool is set up as a Multidisciplinary Design Optimization

(MDO) toolbox that addresses multiple disciplines (including aerodynamics, propulsion, per-

formance, weights) using a single aircraft sizing code. The tool simulates an aircraft’s tra-

jectory in two-dimensions and generates detailed information about the aircraft’s power /

energy requirements for discrete time steps, allowing to size the electric motor and battery

system and re-size the gas turbine engines for an optimum design. Some of the key features

of the sizing tool include re-sizing the gas turbine engines while considering the one-engine-

inoperative (OEI) condition during takeoff, re-sizing the fuselage to consider the volumetric

constraints associated with the required batteries without sacrificing the aircraft’s cargo vol-

ume, and implementing a Simultaneous Analysis and Design (SAND) approach to avoid the

traditional iteration-based sizing loop (while enabling fuselage re-sizing). Current work con-

siders a parallel hybrid-electric single-aisle aircraft with a 900 nmi design range, with electric

power augmentation (with electric motors operating at full throttle) available only for the

takeoff and climb segments when sizing the aircraft. The tool can be expanded to include

other types of aircraft, like business, regional, or twin-aisle size hybrid-electric aircraft; the

tool can also be easily modified to include all-electric aircraft.

Another challenge with modeling hybrid-electric aircraft is determining their off-design

performance characteristics. When the sized hybrid-electric aircraft is flown at a lower

payload, or for a lower range than the design / maximum range of 900 nmi, or both, the

battery energy required to takeoff and climb to the cruising altitude could be lower than

the total battery energy onboard the sized aircraft (because the aircraft is lighter due to

a combination of lower payload and lower amount of fuel in the fuel tanks considering a

shorter mission). In this case, it would be beneficial to identify the optimal power split

between the two energy sources to minimize the fuel burn for payload-range combination in

consideration, and to utilize the remaining battery energy (if any) during cruise.

This work presents an energy management tool – derived from the “flight-mechanics-

based” sizing tool – to minimize the fuel burn during a flight by identifying the optimal
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combination of throttle settings for the gas turbine engine and the electric motor during

takeoff, climb, and cruise. The tool is set up with an optimization problem at its core that

minimizes the overall mission fuel burn and forces the aircraft to completely discharge the

batteries (to their safety limit) during the mission to gain maximum fuel burn benefit. The

final output helps to identify an optimal energy management scheme that resonates with

how the airlines might end up using these aircraft in their daily operations (focusing on

profitability in operation for every mission).

The existing literature focuses on the carbon emissions / block fuel burn reduction ben-

efits possible from individual aircraft concepts with electrified propulsion. The literature

indicates that future hybrid-electric aircraft are promising in terms of their aircraft-level

emission reductions, but there is lack of knowledge about the future fleet-wide CO2 emissions

reductions possible due to the introduction of these aircraft. The future fleet-level carbon

emissions are not expected to reduce proportionally to the individual carbon emissions ben-

efits possible from hybrid-electric aircraft, once these aircraft are introduced for fleet-wide

operations in the mid-2030’s (which matches the targeted EIS date for most single-aisle

hybrid-electric aircraft in literature). There are a number of obvious reasons for this most-

likely-possible scenario – 1) there will be a limit to aircraft production and delivery based

on materials, logistics, and supply chain limits, 2) airlines will not be able to suddenly retire

their existing single-aisle aircraft (forced early aircraft retirement) to operate an all hybrid-

electric single-aisle aircraft fleet, and, 3) hybrid-electric aircraft will have a shorter range

compared to conventional (all Jet-A fuel burning) aircraft, limiting the direct replacement

of the conventional single-aisle aircraft with lesser carbon emitting hybrid-electric aircraft

in an airline fleet. These points signify the importance of looking at the fleet-level envi-

ronmental impact of the introduction of the single-aisle hybrid-electric aircraft in year 2035

and beyond, so that the aviation industry can be realistic on its ability to meet the global

carbon emissions goals even with the introduction of these aircraft (assuming no change in

the continual demand growth and government policy). As per the author’s knowledge, there

exists no such study that discusses the environmental impacts and fleet-level carbon emission

reductions possible from the introduction of range-limited single-aisle hybrid-electric aircraft

in an airline fleet.
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This work describes an attempt to simulate a profit-seeking “U.S.-flag carrier” airline’s

behavior when hybrid-electric aircraft are made available to its fleet in 2035, and to predict

the subsequent total fleet carbon emissions, using the Fleet-Level Environmental Evaluation

Tool (FLEET) [ 7 ]. The energy management tool provides the hybrid-electric aircraft per-

formance coefficients to FLEET. The fleet-level results assess the contribution of single-aisle

hybrid-electric aircraft in driving down future fleet-level CO2 emissions. Additionally, this

work comments on whether the fleet-level CO2 emissions from commercial aviation will be

able to meet the CO2 emission targets set by organizations, such as IATA and ICAO.

The objective of this work is to appropriately model hybrid-electric aircraft, identify

the optimal energy management scheme for minimizing hybrid-electric aircraft fuel burn

on potential routes, and investigate if there is a significant reduction in the fleet-level CO2

emissions from the introduction of these range-limited hybrid electric aircraft (that show

significant block fuel burn reduction at an aircraft level). Chapter  2 talks about the ex-

isting literature concerning hybrid-electric aircraft modeling, proposed energy management

approaches, and existing fleet-level studies. Chapter  3 describes in detail the hybrid-electric

aircraft sizing tool developed in this work, hybrid-electric aircraft sizing results, the energy

management tool, and sample energy-optimal route results. Chapter  4 provides details about

the modeling tool FLEET and the setup for introducing hybrid-electric aircraft in FLEET.

Chapter  5 discusses the fleet-level results considering several aircraft technology-related, fu-

ture demand-related, and cost-related scenarios. Chapter  6 throws light on the limitations

of this work along with recommendations for future work, while Chapter  7 concludes the

findings of this work.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Carbon Emissions from Aviation

There has been a rising concern about the global CO2 emissions from commercial aviation,

with the 2015 Paris Agreement’s goal of keeping the global average temperature rise to below

2◦C (while pursuing efforts to limit the rise to 1.5◦C) drawing extra attention to the aviation

industry.

According to reference [  8 ], the global CO2 emissions in the atmosphere should be less than

420 gigatonnes (Gt) to stay below the 1.5◦C threshold, calculated from end-2017. However,

since around 42 Gt of CO2 is emitted globally every year, this budget is expected to be

used up in just over nine years. The carbon budget for staying below the 2◦C threshold,

(approximately 1,170 Gt) will be exhausted in about 26 years (counting from end-2017).

According to another study [  9 ], the world can now only emit 770 Gt of CO2 to have

a medium chance of limiting warming to 1.5◦C, with estimates showing that we will blow

through the entirety of this remaining carbon budget by 2030. The remaining carbon budget

for 2◦C global temperature rise is 1,690 Gt for a 50% chance, or 1,320 Gt for a 67% chance.

Even in an overly optimistic scenario with the current levels of CO2 emissions being held

constant, this budget will be exhausted by 2049. All these estimates are based on the 2018

report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [ 10 ]. Reference [  11 ]

details the various carbon budget estimates for 1.5◦C using many different models.

Commercial aviation produced about 918 million tonnes and 915 million tonnes of CO2

globally in 2018 and 2019, respectively, amounting to about 2.4% and 2% of all human-

induced CO2 emissions in the respective years [  12 ], [  13 ]. While this may seem like a relatively

small amount, in a hypothetical scenario, considering global commercial aviation to be a

country in the national CO2 emissions standings, the industry would rank number six in the

world between Japan and Germany. Non-CO2 effects, such as warming induced by aircraft

contrails and other pollutants, bring the combined total contribution of commercial aviation

to approximately 5 percent of the world’s climate-warming problem [ 14 ]. Breaking down

the global CO2 emissions from commercial aviation by aircraft type, in 2018, 43% of the

emissions were linked to passenger movement in single-aisle – narrowbody aircraft, followed
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by twin-aisle – widebody jets (33%), and regional aircraft (5%). The remaining aviation

emissions were driven by freight carriage. Flights departing airports in the United States

(U.S.) and its territories, with the world’s largest commercial air traffic system, contributed

to about one-quarter (24%) of global CO2 emissions from commercial aviation, two-thirds

of which came from U.S. domestic flights [ 12 ].

Many articles discuss the projected share of commercial aviation in the global carbon

emissions by 2050. According to reference [  15 ], between 2016 and 2050 global aviation

will generate an estimated 43 Gt of CO2 emissions if left unchecked (business as usual

scenario, where the aviation industry grows by 5% per year, but there are no major changes to

technology or infrastructure), which amounts to more than 4% of the world’s entire remaining

carbon budget (the maximum amount of CO2 that can be emitted before catastrophic global

warming becomes virtually certain). The article also mentions that under the business as

usual scenario, the U.S. aviation alone is estimated to release 9 Gt of CO2 from 2016 through

2050. Another article [  16 ] states that even if the aviation industry is able to meet all its

targets, global aviation will still have consumed 12% of the global carbon budget for 1.5◦C

by 2050. In case the industry is unable to meet its target, its share of the carbon budget

could rise to as much as 27%. Moreover, the article states that the total CO2 emissions

from 2015 to 2050 are projected to reach approximately 56 gigatonnes when considering a

business-as-usual projection. References [ 14 ], [  17 ]–[ 22 ] include various articles that discuss

the contribution of aviation to climate change and some necessary steps / approaches that

could help to tackle this issue.

2.2 Aircraft With Electrified Propulsion

Aircraft with electrified propulsion integrate an electrical powertrain with the aircraft;

different integration strategies lead to six different propulsion architectures – three hybrid-

electric, two turbo-electric, and one all-electric [ 23 ], [  24 ]. Figure  2.1 depicts all the electrified

propulsion architectures. A hybrid-electric architecture combines a fuel-burning gas tur-

bine engine with battery-/generator-(or both)-powered electric motor(s). A parallel hybrid-

electric architecture mounts a fuel-burning gas turbine engine and battery-powered electric
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motor(s) on the same fan shaft such that both the sources can power the fan independently.

This architecture seems suitable for reducing the fuel consumption of the power intensive

segments of the mission, like takeoff and climb, and behaves like a power augmentation

mechanism for the gas turbine engine. In a series hybrid-electric architecture, a gas turbine

engine powers the electric motors or charges the batteries that in turn power the electric

motors, or a combination of both. This architecture seems suitable for aircraft with multiple

distributed fans. The series/parallel partial hybrid-electric architecture combines features of

a pure series and pure parallel hybrid-electric architecture. Turbo-electric architectures do

not use electro-chemical energy storage (like batteries), rather they use onboard generators

to completely convert the power from a fuel-burning gas turbine engine to electrical power to

run the electric motors. An all-electric architecture uses power from electro-chemical energy

storage (like batteries) for propulsion. There exist several studies in literature that perform

conceptual design of aircraft with electrified propulsion [ 23 ]–[ 33 ]; Brejle and Martins [ 34 ]

provide a summary of all the hybrid-electric, turbo-electric, and all-electric aircraft concepts

studied until 2019. Given the current outlook on battery energy density growth in the next

decade or so, a parallel hybrid-electric propulsion system seems to be the most plausible

option for aircraft partial electrification in the near future, followed by turbo-electric, series

hybrid, and all-electric propulsion systems. Many studies have explored the conceptual de-

sign of single-aisle parallel hybrid-electric aircraft in detail. A few of the main efforts include

Boeing’s SUGAR Volt, United Technologies Research Center (UTRC) parallel hybrid-electric

aircraft, and Bauhaus Luftfahrt’s hybrid retrofit concept. These studies predict a reduction

in aircraft-level carbon emissions from hybrid-electric powertrains due to reduced fuel burn

compared to their conventional (all fuel-burning) counterparts.

The Boeing SUGAR (Subsonic Ultra-Green Aircraft) studies [  25 ], [  26 ] presented a par-

allel hybrid-electric single-aisle aircraft – SUGAR Volt – with an entry into service (EIS) of

2030-2035. The aircraft is sized for a 900 nmi economic mission, with a seating capacity of

154 passengers. The study uses a battery energy density of 750 Wh/kg. Compared to the

SUGAR Free aircraft (modeled as 2008 baseline configuration), the SUGAR Volt Balanced

(Ref Hp 1,380) shows a block fuel burn reduction of 58.7%, the SUGAR Volt Balanced (Ref

Hp 1,750) shows a block fuel burn reduction of 60%, and SUGAR Volt Core Shutdown (Ref
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Figure 2.1. Electrified propulsion architectures [ 35 ]

Hp 7,150) shows a block fuel burn reduction of 63.7%, for a 900 nmi mission. The term ‘Ref

Hp’ and the numbers mentioned in parenthesis for the three SUGAR Volt configurations

refer to the electric motor power required by the specific configuration.

United Technologies Research Center (UTRC) studied a single-aisle aircraft utilizing a

parallel hybrid-electric propulsion system (2 under-wing gas turbine engines and a 4.5MW

electric drive train), with an EIS of 2035 [  27 ]. The aircraft features a conventional high

performance tube and wing configuration based on the Boeing N+4 REFINED SUGAR [ 36 ],

with a seating capacity of 154 passengers. For a 900 nmi mission with a 500 Wh/kg battery

energy density, the study concludes that a block fuel burn reduction of 3.4% is possible

compared to N+4 REFINED SUGAR aircraft (baseline aircraft for the study).

Bauhaus Luftfahrt studied a single-aisle parallel hybrid-electric retrofit concept (EIS of

2035), with its configuration based on a 2030 conventional reference single-aisle aircraft
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concept [ 28 ]. The aircraft has an economic mission range of 900 nmi with the ability to

carry 180 passengers. This study uses an optimistic value of 1500 Wh/kg for the battery

energy density. The study concludes that a block fuel burn reduction of up to 16% is possible

with respect to the 2030 conventional reference concept aircraft.

2.3 Modeling Hybrid-Electric Aircraft

As described in Section  2.2 , a hybrid-electric configuration couples two different sources

of energy, mostly Jet-A fuel and batteries. The energy consumption from a combination of

the two energy sources over the design mission drives the Jet-A fuel and battery weight (and

volume) required to complete the mission. Traditional sizing approaches and legacy sizing

tools work well for conventional all-fuel burning aircraft (some modified versions seem to

work for all-electric aircraft also) but are unable to satisfactorily handle aircraft with multiple

sources of energy. These approaches / tools are heavily reliant on the widely-used Bréguet

range / endurance equations (for cruise / loiter flight segments) and empirical methods (for

the other flight segments) to determine the amount of fuel needed to complete the mission

(with the power consumed at discrete time intervals remaining unknown). This makes it hard

for the traditional sizing approaches / legacy tools to appropriately capture the interplay

between the two energy sources (as most of them were developed keeping a single aircraft

propulsion source in mind). With the need to model and analyze aircraft that utilize multiple

sources of energy, there is is a need to develop new sizing approaches to properly model such

aircraft, particularly, hybrid-electric aircraft.

Finger et al. [  37 ] developed an initial sizing methodology for series and parallel hybrid-

electric general aviation aircraft using a modified constraint diagram. The authors added

an additional dimension of power hybridization (i.e., split between electric and combustion

engine power) to the classical constraint diagram and compared the new approach with

traditional sizing approaches. The authors concluded that traditional sizing approaches do

not work for hybrid-electric aircraft. Later, Finger et al. [  38 ] used the developed initial

sizing methodology to assess the benefits possible from parallel hybrid-electric powertrains

for four different classes of aircraft (general aviation, regional transport, VTOL air taxi, and
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UAV), and concluded that hybrid-electric propulsion systems are best suited for aircraft with

high-power requirements for short duration (which could be met by the electrical system).

De Vries et al. [ 39 ] provided a preliminary sizing method for hybrid-electric aircraft with

distributed propulsion. The work accounted for the propulsion–airframe integration effects

considering a regional jet-size aircraft with leading-edge distributed propulsion (using several

different hybrid-electric powertrain models). De Vries et al. [  40 ] developed a range equation

for aircraft with a generic hybrid-electric powertrain. The work assumes a constant power

split between the two energy sources, with the conventional all fuel-burning configurations

and fully-electric configurations acting as the limit cases of the hybrid-electric powertrain.

Voskuijl et al. also developed a similar modified Bréguet range equation for hybrid-electric

aircraft.

Pornet et al. [ 41 ] developed an extension to conventional sizing methods by including

the electric power required as a part of the traditional engine look-up tables, and then

integrating the required electrical energy over the complete mission. The work considered a

hybrid retrofit aircraft based on a 2035 reference aircraft and concluded that batteries with

very high gravimetric energy densities would be required to see significant benefits in fuel

burn.

Brejle and Martins [ 42 ] developed a conceptual design toolkit – OpenConcept – built

on top of the NASA-led OpenMDAO 2 framework. The tool features component-level cost

modeling and thermal energy management, allowing the inclusion of economic and thermal

constraints in optimization studies. The tool utilizes efficient gradients to enable gradient-

based optimization methods for such studies. The authors perform a retrofit study consid-

ering a series hybrid-electric propulsion architecture for the King Air while minimizing both

fuel burn and trip cost for varying design ranges and assumed battery specific energy levels.

Brejle and Martins [ 34 ] also summarized the aircraft modeling and simulation approaches

developed for analyzing aircraft with electrified propulsion.

Chakraborty and Mishra [  43 ] developed an energy-based vehicle sizing and performance

analysis methodology to enable the modeling of unconventional aircraft concepts, including

aircraft with electrified propulsion. The methodology allows to estimate the propulsive

power and energy requirements of a flight vehicle as well as its weight. The work presents a
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generalized methodology for aircraft sizing combining flight performance, mission analysis,

energy sizing concepts, and consideration of vehicle trim and geometry parameterization,

allowing to size a diverse range of air vehicle including fixed-wing and vertical takeoff and

landing aircraft. The authors demonstrate the methodology using a conventional fixed-wing

general aviation aircraft, a UAM concept, and a hybrid lift airship. However, the work does

not include any sizing optimization studies considering hybrid-electric propulsion systems.

Zamboni et al. [  44 ] developed a method for conceptual design of hybrid-electric aircraft

using an outside to inside power-path approach (from propulsive shaft to energy source)

based on the propulsive control laws defined for each segment. The work considered a turbo-

prop regional aircraft with parallel, series/parallel and distributed series configurations, and

utilized rubber-sizing to scale all the components of the propulsion system while sizing the

aircraft, allowing for a rapid exploration of the vast design space.

NASA is developing the Layered and Extensible Aircraft Performance System (LEAPS)

tool [ 45 ] as a successor to the proven aircraft modeling tool Flight Optimization System

(FLOPS) [  46 ] to better model aircraft with electrified propulsion. Welstead et al. [ 45 ] and

Capristan and Welstead [  47 ] provide details about the energy based approach utilized in

LEAPS to allow it to easily handle multiple energy sources for aircraft propulsion. NASA

intends to release the LEAPS code in the public domain in the future, however, the release

date is not clear [  45 ]. Marien et al. [ 48 ], [  49 ] used LEAPS (in conjunction with FLOPS as

LEAPS is still under development) to conduct a series of parametric studies that explored

the performance impact of battery size, motor size, range, and amount of electrification,

for a regional jet-size hybrid-electric aircraft. The authors concluded that the turboprop

configuration saw a significant fuel burn reduction, the turbofan configuration saw no benefit

from the hybrid-electric configuration, and the operating cost for hybrid-electric aircraft is

expected to be higher compared to their respective baselines.

All the above studies (and many more) present a strong argument for the need to modify

existing traditional sizing approaches or develop new sizing methodologies to appropriately

model aircraft with electrified propulsion, including hybrid-electric aircraft. To aptly study

the fleet-level benefits possible from the introduction of hybrid-electric aircraft in future

airline fleets, it is important to model the hybrid-electric aircraft characteristics appropri-
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ately. Since most of the aforementioned (and other) hybrid-electric aircraft sizing codes

are not publicly available, the author has developed a MDO sizing tool to identify optimal

single-aisle parallel hybrid-electric aircraft designs using a “flight-mechanics-based” mission

analysis approach. The MDO sizing tool addresses multiple disciplines (including aerody-

namics, propulsion, performance, weights) using a single aircraft sizing code.

Most of the studies available in the literature do not consider the impact of downsizing the

gas turbine engines for a parallel hybrid-electric configuration. Downsizing the gas turbine

engines essentially means a reduction in the gas turbine engine core size, which in turn could

lead to lower fuel burn (and lower carbon emissions). Concurrently, the aircraft should be

able to climb at a gradient of at least 2.4% with the downsized gas turbine engine in case of

an engine failure. The MDO sizing tool presented in this work considers this aspect while

making sure that the aircraft can meet all the performance constraints (including meeting

the OEI condition).

Another neglected aspect in most of the existing hybrid-electric aircraft sizing studies

concerns the volumetric constraints associated with placing the batteries in the aircraft. For

instance, if the batteries are placed inside the cargo hull in the aircraft fuselage, there will

be a reduction in the cargo carrying capability (in terms of volume) of the aircraft. This

reduction in the cargo capacity of the aircraft might make the aircraft less attractive for

airlines. Hence, there is a need to account for the battery volume / placement while sizing

the aircraft so that the fuselage can be sized accordingly. The MDO sizing tool presented

in this work addresses this aspect by uniquely re-sizing the fuselage based on the required

battery volume, concurrently as a part of the aircraft sizing process. Moreover, the sizing tool

can identify the optimal climb, cruise, and descent speeds, along with the optimal cruising

altitude, for both conventional and hybrid-electric aircraft configurations.

Another important aspect of appropriately modeling a hybrid-electric aircraft is consider-

ing the off-design performance characteristics of the aircraft. When the sized hybrid-electric

aircraft is flown at a lower payload, or for a lower range (or both), the battery energy re-

quired to assist the gas turbine engine during takeoff and climb (to the cruising altitude)

could be lower than the total battery energy onboard the sized aircraft (because the aircraft

is lighter due to lower payload, or due to lower amount of fuel in the fuel tanks considering a
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shorter mission, or both). Since batteries essentially count as “dead weight” that is carried

by the aircraft on its mission, it makes most sense to utilize (or discharge) them completely

(as per their safety limits) while minimizing the fuel burn (and carbon emissions) over the

complete mission. This means that there is a need to identify a method / approach to opti-

mize the power split between the two propulsion sources, i.e., gas turbine engine and electric

motor, while they compete to meet the aircraft thrust requirements. For the parallel hybrid-

electric aircraft considered in this work – with electric power augmentation considered only

for takeoff and climb segment – this could mean that the optimal power split between the

two propulsion sources could allow the aircraft to partially (or fully) cruise using battery

energy, if that minimizes the fuel burn for the off-design mission in consideration.

Perullo and Mavris [  50 ] reviewed the existing energy management optimization tech-

niques in the literature and combined aircraft sizing with optimal energy management using

a nested optimization approach. The authors used mathematical formulations from model

predictive control to optimize energy management within the vehicle sizing process (inspired

by the developments in ground vehicles). Trawick et al. [  51 ] compared various power man-

agement optimization methods for determining the optimal power split between two energy

sources, including optimal control, dynamic programming, and“rule-based” power schedules.

Based on the results, the authors provided a general methodology and concluded that the

choice of the optimal power schedule would be governed by the computational resources at

hand and the improvement in fuel burn for the chosen power schedule compared to the base-

line schedule. Lee et al. [ 52 ] developed an approach to simultaneously optimize flight path

trajectory and power split strategy using a differential dynamic programming setup. The

authors concluded that some fuel burn reduction benefits are possible at the aircraft level

when we generate optimal flight path and power split trajectories for hybrid-electric aircraft

compared to a constant electric power case, with higher benefits expected at a fleet-level.

However, the study did not include the flight speed and altitude restrictions as per FAA

guidelines in its analyses of the different flight phases. Wang and Mesbahi [  53 ] proposed

an optimal control problem formulation to identify the optimal power allocation strategy to

minimize the fuel consumption and regularize the state of charge of the battery pack. The

authors also derived inspiration from the results to propose some rule-based power alloca-
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tion strategies for hybrid-electric aircraft. However, the study only considered a light aircraft

with internal combustion engines, where the engine dynamics are much simpler than a gas

turbine engine. The authors note that the optimal control problem could become highly

complex when mid-scale or large-scale hybrid-electric aircraft (with gas turbine engines) are

considered, requiring the use of alternate approaches in those cases.

These studies signify the importance of implementing an optimal power split strategy to

minimize the fuel burn (and carbon emissions) for hybrid-electric aircraft operating on off-

design missions. While most of the studies in the literature use some variation of an optimal

control problem or dynamic programming problem formulation to solve for the optimal power

split between the two propulsion sources, this work uses a more “traditional” optimization

approach to solve the same problem – set up in the form of an energy management tool.

The energy management tool is developed as an extension to the hybrid-electric aircraft

sizing tool and consists of a single-objective constrained nonlinear optimization problem at

its core. The tool can simultaneously optimize the power split between the two propulsion

sources and identify the optimal climb, cruise, and descent speeds, along with the optimal

cruising altitude, for different payload-range combinations. The aircraft performance metrics

(primarily fuel burn) so obtained from the energy management tool are utilized to conduct

fleet-level studies.

2.4 Airline Fleet Allocation

This work employs the Fleet-Level Environmental Evaluation Tool (FLEET) to study the

fleet-level environmental impact of U.S. commercial aviation. FLEET models the behavior of

a profit-seeking airline, assuming that it is one large “aggregate” U.S.-based airline. FLEET’s

core profit-maximizing optimization algorithm is an adaptation of a resource allocation prob-

lem [  7 ]. However, several studies exist in the literature that perform aircraft allocation by

solving an assignment problem, commonly known as a Fleet Assignment Model (FAM). Most

of these studies employ linear programming problems to model aircraft assignment decisions

while using profit maximization or cost minimization as the objective function.
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Abara [  54 ] solved the fleet assignment problem as an integer linear programming model,

where the objective function could either maximize profit or minimize operating cost by max-

imizing the utilization of a particular fleet type. The work developed a time-space network to

track individual aircraft (both in the air and on the ground) to ensure feasible aircraft assign-

ment. Hane at al. [ 55 ] performed fleet assignment by formulating a large multi-commodity

flow problem, with an objective function to minimize operating cost. The operating cost

also included the cost of spilling a passenger because of lack of capacity. They tackled the

optimization problem using different methods like interior point algorithm, dual steepest-

edge simplex, etc. to find optimal integer solutions. Smith et al. [  56 ] tackled a similar

problem by using a station decomposition approach to solve a subnetwork fleet assignment

model instead of using the entire network. Jacobs et al. [  57 ] integrated FAM with origin

and destination revenue management model (O&D FAM) using Benders decomposition, ad-

dressing both passenger flows within the network and demand uncertainty. All these studies

considered flight leg-based passenger demand assumption. Barnhart et al. [  58 ], [  59 ] intro-

duced the Itinerary-based Fleet Assignment Model (IFAM), capable of capturing network

effects and more accurately estimating spill and recapture of passengers, an improvement

over the then existing FAM models. This approach integrated an itinerary-based demand

model with FAM to capture the effects of hub-and-spoke network operations on optimal

fleet assignment decisions. Some other variations in tackling the fleet assignment problem

are available in Berge and Hopperstad [  60 ], Rushmeier and Kontogiorgis [  61 ], Antoine et

al. [  62 ], Grönkvist [  63 ], Sherali et al. [  64 ], Li and Tan [  65 ], for example. There exist

some other studies in the literature that integrate fleet assignment with other stages in the

airline planning process such as schedule design, crew scheduling, and maintenance routing.

Such models are available in Barnhart et al. [ 66 ], Clarke et al. [ 67 ], Desaulniers et al.

[ 68 ], Rexing at al. [  69 ], Lohatepanont and Barnhart [  70 ], Sherali et al. [  71 ], Caetano and

Gualda [ 72 ], Kenan et al. [  73 ], Keji et al. [  74 ], and others.

The computational expense associated with solving fleet assignment and scheduling prob-

lems is high. FAM consists of large-scale optimization problems, leading to considerable

challenges in solving them to optimality (or near optimality) in reasonable time frames. In

reality, airlines use a scheduling problem to assign individual aircraft by tracking their unique
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tail numbers. This formulation of a scheduling problem requires tracking the individual air-

craft, time-of-day issues, etc., and is substantially more difficult to solve than an allocation

problem because of the large increase in decision variables, constraints, etc.

As mentioned before, FLEET’s central optimization algorithm solves a resource alloca-

tion problem to maximize the profit of an airline while satisfying passenger demand on its

route network. This essentially allows the airline to choose which (and how many) aircraft

need to be allocated on a specific route, based on aircraft operation profitability and pas-

senger demand forecast on that route. The allocation tool needs to quickly allocate flights

throughout the air transportation network, satisfy demand, and calculate the fleet-level en-

vironmental metrics based on the allocation results. To comply with this requirement, the

allocation tool in FLEET does not schedule aircraft. By removing the scheduling component,

the tool used for the studies in this work simply allocates a number of aircraft to various

roundtrips, without taking into consideration when the flights will actually occur. This helps

FLEET to find feasible fleet allocation solutions to meet all the constraints in a reasonable

time frame (usually in minutes). With the solve time reduced for the allocation problem

formulation, changes in the fleet-mix, constraints or any other parameter of the model are

evaluated quickly and allow a quick analysis of how fleet-level metrics are impacted [  7 ], [  75 ],

[ 76 ].

2.5 Fleet-level Environmental Impact Modeling

FLEET’s model-based approach of forecasting demand and allocating aircraft to meet

future demand – while meeting the airline’s objective of profit maximization – allows it to

predict CO2 emissions from a more-realistic airlines operation and profitability perspective

[ 7 ].

There exist several studies that model fleet-level carbon emissions from commercial avi-

ation, while assessing the ability to meet future carbon emission targets given the different

economic, technological and demand growth scenarios. Nolte et al. [ 77 ] use a fleet forecast

model to predict the fleet-level aviation CO2 emissions with the introduction of technologi-

cal advancements in the aviation fleet. The work assigns yearly fuel consumption and traffic
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to each active aircraft (based on the yearly forecast of the number of each type of aircraft

required to meet the predicted demand), utilizing the assigned fuel values to calculate the

fleet-level CO2 emissions (using the block fuel consumption data for each type of aircraft).

Sgouridis et al. [ 78 ] employ the Global Aviation Industry Dynamics (GAID) model to pre-

dict the fleet-wide carbon emissions as a function of technological efficiency improvements,

operational efficiency improvements, use of alternative fuels, demand shift and market-based

incentives. The GAID model [  79 ] employs a system dynamics approach to model primary

aviation industry stakeholders including aircraft manufacturers, airlines, and passengers.

The study recommends that an approach based on a portfolio of mitigating measures and

policies spanning across technology and operational improvements, use of biofuels, demand

shift and carbon pricing is required to promote sustainable growth of the aviation industry.

Hileman et al. [ 80 ] predict the fleet-wide life cycle greenhouse gas intensity by using the

product of aircraft energy consumed per payload–distance flown and the jet fuel life cycle

greenhouse gas emissions factor. The work predicts the carbon emissions as a function of

aviation growth, aircraft efficiency, operational efficiency, and life cycle greenhouse gas emis-

sions of aviation fuels. Hassan et al. [ 81 ] perform a probabilistic assessment of aviation CO2

emission targets by formulating an optimization problem that minimizes the available seat

miles to achieve partial equilibrium that matches aviation supply with the demand. The

study employs FAA aerospace forecast (and further extrapolation of that data) to evolve

the fleet size up to year 2050 and calculates the system CO2 emissions based on the system

fuel burn, while considering aircraft technologies, operational improvements and sustainable

biofuels.

The most recent additions to the approaches for modeling fleet-wide future carbon emis-

sions include considering biofuels as a fuel source for aviation. Sgouridis et al. [  78 ], Hileman

et al. [  80 ], and Hassan et al. [  81 ] conclude that biofuel usage will be the major contributor

to meet the aviation CO2 emission targets.

References [  82 ]–[ 84 ] describe the impact the of biofuels on aviation emissions using the

Fleet-Level Environmental Evaluation Tool (FLEET), the tool utilized in this work and

described in the Chapter  4 . Chao at al. [  85 ] use FLEET to study the potential impacts

of biofuel options and emissions trading scheme on the carbon emissions of U.S. airlines.
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The study indicates that the fleet-wide CO2 emissions might not reduce with the usage

of biofuels alone and will require the implementation of a domestic emission scheme which

would stimulate biofuel demands and decrease the fleet-level carbon emissions to the emission

reduction targets.

Although several research efforts studied the fleet-level impacts of technological advance-

ments, demand growth, and operational improvements on the environment, none of the

studies attempt to model and simulate the behavior of an airline seeking to maximize its

profit over its whole route network.

The aforementioned studies rely on external forecasts to predict fleet-wide carbon emis-

sions, neglecting the airline decision modeling portion of the problem. FLEET employs a

year-by-year approach in its simulation which models the evaluation of passenger demand,

airline fleet mix, and available aircraft technology level. This makes FLEET independent of

an external forecast for airline operations, an external forecast for passenger demand, and

of a prescribed fleet mix evolution. Using a series of modules that represent various aspects

of the commercial aviation system connected by feedback loops, FLEET allows airline ticket

fares, passenger demand, airline fleet size and airline fleet composition to evolve over time.

By including routes and operations that reflect most of the airline operations with at least

one airport in the U.S., the results from FLEET provide a fleet-level prediction of the envi-

ronmental impacts (including CO2 emissions trends) of U.S. commercial aviation, while also

taking into account the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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3. MODELING HYBRID-ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT

Modeling an aircraft computationally requires information about the aircraft’s fuel consump-

tion, performance characteristics (including, but not limited to, payload-range capability),

and operating costs. Aircraft sizing is the technique to determine the size (wing, fuselage,

tails, and engine), weight, and performance characteristics of an aircraft that can complete

a specified mission. Some of the important sizing variables include thrust-to-weight ratio,

wing loading, wing aspect ratio, wing sweep, wing taper ratio, wing thickness-to-chord ratio,

and fuselage fineness ratio. Based on the sizing design variables, the empty weight of the

aircraft and the weight of fuel required to complete the mission are determined; the fuel

weight is dependent on the aerodynamic characteristics and the propulsion system consid-

ered for the aircraft. Traditionally, the well-known Bréguet range equations (for cruise flight

segment) and empirical equations (for other flight segments; based on existing aircraft data)

are employed to determine the fuel fraction or fuel weight required to complete different

segments of the design mission (for a given set of sizing variables), leading to iterative sizing

of an aircraft. However, these historical data-based approaches to determine fuel fraction for

sizing are not sufficient for sizing a hybrid-electric aircraft. A hybrid-electric configuration

couples two different sources of energy; this work considers Jet-A fuel and batteries as the

two energy sources. The energy consumption from a combination of the two energy sources

over the design mission drives the weight and volume of fuel and battery required to complete

the mission. Hence, hybrid-electric aircraft sizing needs power requirement information for

each flight segment to implement the power-split between the gas turbine engine (powered

by the Jet-A fuel) and the electric motor (powered by the batteries). Section  3.1 presents

the “flight-mechanics-based” hybrid-electric aircraft sizing tool developed by the author to

model these partially-electric aircraft of the future. Section  3.3 discusses an energy manage-

ment tool developed by the author to optimally utilize the battery energy onboard the sized

hybrid-electric aircraft when flying on an off-design mission.

This work considers a parallel hybrid-electric single-aisle aircraft with electric power

augmentation available only for takeoff and climb segments when sizing the aircraft. The
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tool can be expanded to include other types of aircraft, like business, regional, or twin-aisle

size hybrid-electric and all-electric aircraft.

3.1 Hybrid-Electric Aircraft Sizing Tool

The hybrid-electric aircraft sizing tool is set up as a Multidisciplinary Design Opti-

mization (MDO) toolbox that consists of a single aircraft sizing code addressing different

disciplines. The tool simulates an aircraft’s trajectory in two-dimensions considering three

degrees-of-freedom (3-DOF) – two translational (surge, heave) and one rotational (pitch),

while using the angle of attack, climb/descent angle, and throttle position as control pa-

rameters. This generates detailed information about the aircraft’s energy requirements for

discrete time steps. The aircraft’s energy requirements drive the size of the gas turbine

engine, the electric motors, and the batteries. The following are some of the distinguishing

features of the hybrid-electric aircraft sizing tool presented in this work:

• Considers hybrid-electric propulsion only for takeoff and climb segments with electric

motors operating at full throttle; no electric motor power is available during the cruise,

descent, and landing segments during sizing. This is a modeling choice based on

engineering intuition – this would apply the electric power in flight conditions when

the most power is needed from the gas turbine engines

• Allows to “re-size” the gas turbine engine while meeting energy requirements for take-

off, climb, and cruise segments

• Considers one-engine-inoperative (OEI) condition during takeoff climb for a hybrid-

electric powertrain

• Allows for fuselage re-sizing (“stretching”) to accommodate the required battery packs

inside the aircraft’s fuselage without sacrificing the aircraft’s cargo capacity

• Utilizes a Simultaneous Analysis and Design (SAND) approach to concurrently en-

able aircraft sizing and fuselage re-sizing while avoiding a traditional iterative sizing
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loop to converge on the aircraft weight and performance metrics, which saves total

computational cost and time

The following sub-sections provide details about the problem setup and the different

modules that allow the tool to incorporate all the above-mentioned hybrid-electric aircraft

sizing features. There are five modules in the sizing tool – geometry, propulsion, aerody-

namics, mission, and weight. The sizing tool is then used to conduct design trade studies

considering different battery energy densities (both gravimetric and volumetric), electric

motor characteristics, and system efficiencies (Section  3.2 ).

3.1.1 Optimization Problem Setup

The sizing optimization problem is set up as a single-objective nonlinear programming

problem with nonlinear constraints. The problem consists of continuous design variables only

and can be solved using gradient-based approaches. The objective function of the problem is

to minimize the weight of Jet-A fuel, while satisfying some performance constraints, including

constraints on takeoff and landing field lengths, climb gradient for OEI condition, cruise and

service ceilings, thrust available during cruise (implemented using the gas turbine engine

throttle setting, also referred to as power code, PC), and the guessed aircraft takeoff gross

weight and volume required by the battery. The last two constraints are a part of the

Simultaneous Analysis and Design (SAND) approach implemented as a part of the problem

setup. In the SAND approach, the guessed aircraft takeoff gross weight and the guessed

volume required by the battery are design variables in the problem. The guessed values are

used to complete the sizing loop, and the constraint ensures that the guessed aircraft weight

and battery volume are less than or equal to the calculated aircraft weight and battery

volume. Using the less-than-or-equal-to constraints rather than equality constraints helps to

reduce the computational cost associated with the SAND approach. This approach allows

the sizing tool to get rid of the traditional iterative aircraft sizing loop while also allowing

the tool to account for the change in fuselage dimensions (and subsequently aerodynamic

characteristics and empty weight) associated with installing the required battery in the

aircraft (without compromising on cargo volume).
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The sizing optimization problem is formulated as follows:

minimize:

WFuel

subject to:

takeoff field length ≤ 7 , 500 ft [1]

landing field length ≤ 7 , 000 ft [2]

OEI climb gradient ≥ 2 .4% [3]

cruise ceiling ≥ 25 , 000 ft [4]

service ceiling ≥ 28 , 000 ft [5]

PC top−of −climb
GTE ≤ 47 [6]

TOGW calculated ≤ TOGW guess [7]

V calculated
Batt ≤ V guess

Batt [8]

design variables:

Swing, ARwing, Λwing, t/cwing,

PmaxSLS
turbine, Pmaxemotor , TOGW guess, V guess

Batt

where, the first four design variables are related to aircraft geometry, followed by the max-

imum sea-level static shaft power of the gas turbine engine, maximum rated power of all

electric motors combined, guessed takeoff gross weight, and the guessed battery volume.

Table  3.1 shows the upper and lower bounds for all the sizing design variables.

Table 3.1. Sizing tool: Upper and lower bounds for the sizing design variables
Sizing Design Variables Lower Bound Upper Bound
Wing Area (Swing) [ft2] 1,100 1,500
Wing Aspect Ratio (ARwing) 8 12
Wing Sweep at 25 % (Λwing) [deg] 15 40
Wing Thickness-to-Chord Ratio (t/cwing) 0.09 0.17
Max SLS Power of GTE (PmaxSLS

GTE) [MW] 10 25
Max Power of E-Motor (Pmaxemotor) [MW] 0 8
Guess Takeoff Gross Weight (TOGW guess) [lbs] 80,000 250,000
Guess Battery Volume (V guess

Batt ) [ft3] 0 300
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Figure  3.1 depicts the hybrid-electric aircraft sizing tool. The sizing optimization problem

passes the design variables to the propulsion, geometry, aerodynamics, and mission modules.

The aerodynamics module uses additional information from the propulsion and geometry

modules to provide lift and drag information to the mission module. The mission module

uses information from the propulsion and geometry modules to calculate the fuel and battery

weights. Similarly, the weights module uses information from the propulsion and geometry

modules to provide the aircraft empty weight. The takeoff gross weight calculations close the

sizing loop and the objective value and detailed mission data is returned to the optimizer for

constraint analysis. Figure  3.1 also showcases the inputs and outputs for all five modules.

For combinations of design variables that prevent the aircraft from climbing or cruising

(for instance, when the total thrust available is too low to accelerate and climb for the

guessed aircraft takeoff gross weight), the problem employs a backup mission to obtain a

value for the mission fuel weight for the current set of sizing design variables. The objective

function in that case is set as the sum of the weight of fuel from the backup mission and a

penalty based on the segment it fails. The sizing tool is set up in MATLAB and is adapted

to use MATLAB’s gradient-based solvers, like Sequential Quadratic Programming (fmincon

solver [  86 ]), and non gradient-based solvers, like Nelder-Mead Simplex (fminsearch solver

[ 87 ]), to solve the optimization problem. The tool is agnostic to the choice of the solver

and can be adapted easily to use other gradient-based and non gradient-based solvers. A

multi-start approach is preferred for non-global solvers to identify the best solution to the

posed sizing optimization problem in case there are multiple local minima.

3.1.2 Sizing Tool Modules

3.1.2.1 Geometry Module

The geometry module utilizes information from the aircraft’s Computer-Aided Design

(CAD) model to provide fuselage dimensions (length, height, and width) to the aerody-

namics and weight modules. The sizing design variable V guess
Batt , which concerns the required

battery volume, drives the length of the fuselage (with the fuselage height and width staying

constant).
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Figure 3.1. A simplified flowchart depicting the hybrid-electric aircraft sizing tool
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Baseline CAD Model

The baseline CAD model uses a Boeing 737-800 aircraft as a starting point to lay out the

cabin cross-section. The model uses human comfort bubbles to set the seat, aisle, and final

fuselage width. The human comfort bubbles make sure that every passenger has enough

space to sit comfortably on any seat in the aircraft by taking into account the passenger

headroom, arm movement room, and legroom. The dimensions used for the human comfort

bubbles are 6.5 inches for the head, 10.9 inches for the shoulders, 12.2 inches for the arms,

and 6.5 inches for the feet. Using a seat width of 17 inches, an armrest width of 2 inches,

and an aisle width of 20 inches, the maximum fuselage width comes out to be 148.21 inches

for the baseline model. Figure  3.2 shows the cabin cross-section with the human comfort

bubbles, seats, luggage bins, and a 95 percentile human (with 74 inches height) to illustrate

the headroom in the aisle when standing. The cargo area visible in the cabin cross-section

in Figure  3.2 has a maximum height of 46.35 inches and a maximum width of 120 inches.

The cargo area is sized to accommodate a LD3-45 container [  88 ]. LD3-45 is a standard

container designed for a single-aisle aircraft (initially designed for the Airbus 320-family)

with maximum dimensions of 96 inches (width) x 45 inches (height) x 60.4 inches (depth).

The maximum fuselage height for the baseline model is 158.23 inches.

Next, the location of the passenger seats and the exits are determined using the Layout

of Passenger Accommodations (LOPA). The seat pitch is set to 30 inches, which leads to

an all economy single-class cabin with 185 seats; there are 29 rows of six abreast seating,

two rows of four abreast seating, and one row of three abreast seating. The exit doors are

located at the beginning and end of the passenger cabin, along with an emergency exit over

the wing, on both sides of the fuselage. The passenger compartment length is 80 ft, and the

total length of the fuselage is 124.75 ft. Figure  3.3 shows the LOPA for the baseline CAD

model.

Figure  3.4 shows the lofted fuselage. The fuselage consists of two cargo compartments

– forward and aft. The forward compartment stretches 302 inches and can fit up to five

LD3-45 containers; the cargo capacity is approximately 766 ft3. The aft compartment has

a length of 428 inches (borrowed from Boeing 737-800 aircraft), can fit up to four LD3-45
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Figure 3.2. Cabin cross-section for the baseline single-aisle aircraft; shows the
human comfort bubble, seat placement, luggage bins, a 95 percentile human,
and cargo area

Figure 3.3. Layout of Passenger Accommodations (LOPA) for the baseline
single-aisle aircraft
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containers before the fuselage starts to taper, and has a cargo capacity of approximately 869

ft3. The total cargo volume available in the baseline CAD model is approximately 1,635 ft3.

The author notes that the final fuselage dimensions of the baseline single-aisle aircraft are

very similar to a Boeing 737-800 aircraft which served as a starting point to loft the fuselage.

Figure 3.4. Lofted fuselage with cargo compartments for the baseline single-aisle aircraft

Fuselage Stretching for Hybrid-Electric Aircraft Sizing

This work considers changes to the fuselage length of the baseline CAD model when

sizing a hybrid-electric aircraft. The fuselage is “stretched” to accommodate the required

battery without sacrificing the aircraft’s available total cargo volume; the fuselage length is

governed by the sizing design variable V guess
Batt . The battery is assumed to be stored in the

“extra” cargo volume of the stretched fuselage.

Considering the cabin cross-section of the baseline CAD model shown in Figure  3.2 , the

area of the cargo hold is approximately 25 ft2, taking into account all unusable spaces due

to the shape of the hull. Now considering the cargo hold in three dimensions, ignoring

battery placement specifics, storing 25 ft3 of batteries would require an additional fuselage

length of 1 ft. This means that the fuselage length needs to increase by 1 ft for every 25

ft3 of battery volume. The fuselage is “stretched” at the constant fuselage cross-section area

without impacting the tapered sections near the nose or tail. A sample location where the
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fuselage stretch could be implemented is the location where the cabin cross-section sketch is

shown inside the lofted fuselage in Figure  3.4 .

This work uses a simple linear interpolation to convert the required battery volume

(provided by V guess
Batt ) to a change in total fuselage length and the passenger cabin length.

For example, a value of 145 ft3 for V guess
Batt would lead to a (145/25 =) 5.8 ft increase in the

fuselage and passenger cabin length. The linear interpolation allows the sizing problem to

stay continuous in the overall design space.

Another approach to place the required batteries in a hybrid-electric aircraft could be to

store them under the main floor. This would require a redesign of the cabin cross-section

(and hence the fuselage) using a CAD model for every combination of sizing design variables.

Storing the batteries under the main floor would be beneficial if the volume required by the

batteries is at least 742.5 ft3. This value is comes from the passenger cabin floor dimensions

of the baseline CAD model assuming a battery layer height of 1 ft — 82.5 ft (cabin length) x

9 ft (cabin width) x 1 ft (layer height). Given that the upper bound for the guessed battery

volume design variable (V guess
Batt ) is set to 300 ft3, it does not make sense to use this approach

to resize the fuselage in the current work. Additionally, storing the batteries under the main

floor might lead to some challenges with battery maintenance / pack replacement in the

longer run.

3.1.2.2 Propulsion Module

The propulsion module takes into consideration the gas turbine engine and the electric

motor. This work considers a turbofan engine as the gas turbine engine of choice for modeling

a single-aisle parallel hybrid-electric aircraft. Given the fidelity of the sizing tool presented

in this work, the author assumes a straightforward integration of the electric motors with the

Low Pressure Turbine (LPT) shaft of the gas turbine engine. In simple terms, the electric

motor provides power to the LPT shaft to drive the fan using a gearbox (only modeled via

an efficiency, ηtransmission), in addition to the power provided by the turbofan engine core

through combustion. Figure  3.5 shows a sketch to illustrate the simplistic integration of the

electric motor with the gas turbine engine. The total power input to the fan is described by
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Equation  3.1 . Equation  3.2 calculates the total thrust produced by the power input to the

fan. Using Equation  3.1 , Equation  3.2 can be re-written as Equation  3.3 , given the simplistic

propulsion system modeling considered in this work.

Pinput = Pturbine + Pemotor (3.1)

Ttotal = Pinput

V ∗ ηfan (3.2)

Ttotal = ηfan

V ∗ (Pturbine + Pemotor) (3.3)

Hence, we can determine the total thrust generated by the propulsion system using the shaft

power of the gas turbine engine, Pturbine, and the power of the electric motor, Pemotor .

Figure 3.5. Simple illustration depicting the integration of the electric motor
with the gas turbine engine

The power augmentation by the electric motors during takeoff, initial climb, and climb

segments allows the sizing optimization problem to downsize the turbofan engine core (while

keeping the fan size constant). The design variables — PmaxSLS
turbine and Pmaxemotor — from

the sizing optimizer govern the “size” of the gas turbine engine and the electric motor,

respectively.
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Gas Turbine Engine Modeling

The gas turbine engine modeling for this work started with developing a simplistic high

bypass ratio turbofan engine model using the equations provided in the appendix of Mat-

tingly’s book [  89 ]. However, with issues related to finding appropriate detailed engine data to

validate the performance of the turbofan engine model, and the need to use detailed engine

data like LPT shaft power at various Mach number, altitude, and throttle setting combi-

nations, the author decided to use the Numerical Propulsion System Simulation (NPSS)

software [  90 ] to model the engine. NPSS is a proven gas turbine modeling software that is

widely used in both the industry and academia. NPSS provides a six-column engine deck

with Mach number, altitude, throttle setting / power code, net thrust, fuel flow, and shaft

power as outputs (with a capability to add more user-based data / columns, if needed). The

baseline engine modeled in NPSS mimics a CFM56-7B27 engine; Figure  3.6 shows an excerpt

from the six-column engine deck. The engine deck from NPSS provides all the required data

to model the fuel burn and LPT shaft power characteristics of a gas turbine engine. The

gas turbine engine is “re-sized” based on the value of the sizing design variable PmaxSLS
turbine,

which signifies the maximum sea-level static shaft power of the gas turbine engine. Current

work does not call NPSS as a part of the sizing loop to re-size the gas turbine engine for

every combination of design variables, rather it uses a simplistic rubber engine sizing ap-

proach to maintain fidelity with the other modules of the sizing tool. As a part of the rubber

engine sizing approach, the baseline engine deck is scaled to generate the updated engine

deck based on the ratio of PmaxSLS
turbine and PmaxSLS

turbinebaseline
. The thrust, shaft power, and

fuel flow characteristics at different altitudes and Mach number are then calculated using

linear interpolation or using a surrogate model of the engine deck.

Electric Propulsion Modeling

The electric propulsion system includes the electric motors, batteries, and their wiring

connections. The sizing design variable Pmaxemotor drives the size of the electric motor. The

power drawn from electric motor determines the battery power required for a discrete time

step in the mission profile. Equation  3.4 provides the relation between electric motor power
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Figure 3.6. Sample six-column engine deck from NPSS

(Pemotor) and battery power (Pbatt) , where ηemotor is the electric motor efficiency, ηtransmission

is the transmission efficiency, ηPMAD is the Power Management and Distribution (PMAD)

system efficiency, and ηbattery is the battery discharge efficiency.

Pemotor = ηemotor ∗ ηtransmission ∗ ηPMAD ∗ ηbatt ∗ Pbatt (3.4)

The integration of battery power required over the takeoff, initial climb, and climb segments

provides the battery energy and the battery weight required for the complete sizing mission.

Equation  3.5 provides the relation between battery energy (Ebatt) and battery weight (Wbatt),

where Esb is the gravimetric energy density of the battery, and MaxDischarge is the maximum

percentage of energy that can be discharged from the battery without permanently damaging

it.

Ebatt = Esb ∗ MaxDischarge ∗ Wbatt (3.5)

3.1.2.3 Aerodynamics Module

The aerodynamics module provides aircraft lift and drag data to the mission module for

solving the equations of motion for discrete time steps. This module takes into considera-

tion the fuselage dimensions from the geometry module to generate the lift and drag data.

Given the fidelity of the sizing tool, current work uses simplistic semi-empirical equations

for calculating the lift and drag forces on the aircraft.

The module calculates the lift at any discrete time step using airfoil information and wing

design variables from the sizing problem. Equations  3.6 to  3.8 provide details about the lift
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force calculations. First, the wing lift-curve slope (CLα) is determined using the wing design

variables, as shown in Equation  3.6 [ 91 ], where, the value of β is calculated as
√

1 − M2

(where M is the Mach number), the value of η is set to 1.0, and the value of (Sexposed
Sref

) ∗ F is

set to 0.98 as recommended by Raymer [ 91 ].

CLα = 2 ∗ π ∗ AR
2 +

√
4 + AR2 ∗β2

η2 ∗ (1 + tan2 Λ
β2 )

∗ (Sexposed

Sref
) ∗ F (3.6)

The product of the wing lift-curve slope and the angle of attack (α) gives the coefficient of

lift (Equation  3.7 ), which further provides the lift force on the aircraft using Equation  3.8 .

CL = CLα ∗ (α − (α0 + δα0 )) (3.7)

L = q ∗ Sw ∗ CLα ∗ (α − (α0 + δα0 )) (3.8)

In Equation  3.8 , q is the dynamic pressure of the freestream air, Sw is the wing area, α0 is

the zero-lift angle of attack, and δα0 is the change in the zero-lift angle of attack due to flaps,

slats, and spoilers. The zero-lift angle of attack (α0) is determined using airfoil characteristics

like design lift coefficient, design angle of attack, and lift curve slope, as shown in Equation

 3.9 [ 92 ],

α0 = αi − cli
clα

(3.9)

where, αi is the airfoil’s design angle of attack, cli is the airfoil’s design lift coefficient, and

clα is the airfoil’s lift curve slope. This work estimated the zero-lift angle for the Boeing 737

wing airfoil as the same zero-lift angle as the NACA 23012 airfoil. This is because the airfoil

section of the 737 is not readily available in public literature. The change in the zero-lift

angle of attack (δα0) due to flaps, slats, and spoilers is calculated using Equation  3.10 from

Raymer [ 91 ].

δα0 = δα0 airfoil ∗ Sflap

Sref
∗ cos(Λ) (3.10)

The value of δα0 airfoil is determined using linear interpolation based on the known values

for change in airfoil’s zero-lift angle due to a certain degree of flap deflection. Raymer [ 91 ]
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estimates that the change in airfoil’s zero-lift angle due to flaps is -15 deg at landing (70

deg flap deflection) and -10 deg at takeoff (40 deg flap deflection). Using this information,

linear interpolation provides the value of δα0 airfoil for a certain flap deflection; the value of

δα0 airfoil for a clean configuration (no flap deflection) is zero. All these calculations assume

that the lift-curve slope remains constant.

This work uses simplistic textbook-based approaches to calculate aircraft drag. The par-

asite drag coefficient (CD0 ) is determined using the parasite drag buildup empirical equations

based on chapter 12 from Raymer [  91 ]. The laminar flow percentage for the wings, tails,

and fuselage is set to 50%, 50%, and 25%, respectively, considering the hybrid-electric air-

craft will have an EIS date of 2035. The increment in parasite drag coefficient due to flap

deflection is calculated using Equation  3.11 from Raymer [ 91 ],

∆CD0 flap = Fflap ∗ Cf

C ∗ Sflapped

Sref
∗ (δflap − 10 ) (3.11)

where δflap is the flap deflection, and the value of Fflap is set to 0.0074 considering slotted

flaps. The induced drag coefficient is simply calculated using Equation  3.12 ,

CDi = ( 1
π ∗ AR ∗ e ) ∗ C 2

L (3.12)

where e is the Oswald efficiency factor – set to 0.8 for this work. The increment in induced

drag coefficient due to flap deflection is calculated using Equation  3.13 from Raymer [ 91 ],

∆CDiflap = k2
f ∗ (CLalpha ∗ δα0 )2 ∗ cosΛ (3.13)

where, kf is set to 0.28 considering half-span flaps. The additional drag due to the extension

of the landing gear is modeled using Sun et al. [ 93 ] and the drag due to the spoilers is modeled

using Raymer [ 91 ]. The final drag is the sum of parasite drag, parasite drag increment due

to flap deflection (if any), induced drag, induced drag increment due to flap deflection (if
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any), and additional drag due to landing gear and spoilers (if any). Equation  3.14 depicts

the total drag force on the aircraft.

D = q ∗ Sw ∗ (CD0 + ∆CD0 flap + CDi + ∆CDiflap + ∆CDLG,spoiler ) (3.14)

3.1.2.4 Mission Module

The mission module calculates the fuel weight, battery weight, and battery volume re-

quired for the complete mission. The mission profile is split into several flight segments that

adhere to Part 25 rules; Figure  3.7 shows the mission profile for the sizing mission; each

straight line in the figure represents a mission sub-segment (note that the cruise segment is

not shown to scale, and can vary with the design requirements of the aircraft). The flight

segments are modeled using “flight-mechanics-based” simulation techniques which includes

solving equations of motion for discrete time steps for each segment. This is necessary to

know the aircraft thrust or power requirements for finer time steps in the mission profile; this

information forms the basis for sizing the electric motor, re-sizing the gas turbine engine, and

estimating the battery weight and volume. Figure  3.8 provides the free body diagram used

to calculate the aircraft’s state at a given time. Equations  3.15 and  3.16 show the equations

of motion for the free body diagram in Figure  3.8 .

T ∗ cosα − D − W ∗ sinγ = W

g
∗ a (3.15)

L + T ∗ sinα − W ∗ cosγ = 0 (3.16)

Equations  3.15 and  3.16 can be simplified using Equations  3.7 ,  3.11 - 3.14 to contain only four

control parameters: α (angle of attack), γ (climb/descent angle), T (thrust), and a (aircraft

acceleration). Equations  3.17 and  3.18 show the simplified equations of motion.

T ∗ cosα − q ∗ Sw ∗ (CD0 + ∆CD0 flap + ∆CDiflap + ∆CDLG,spoiler )

−q ∗ Sw ∗ ( 1
π ∗ AR ∗ e

) ∗ (CLα ∗ (α − α0))2 − W ∗ sinγ = W

g
∗ a

(3.17)
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q ∗ Sw ∗ CLα ∗ (α − (α0 + δα0 )) + T ∗ sinα − W ∗ cosγ = 0 (3.18)

For every flight segment, two of the four control parameters are known using the charac-

teristics of the flight segment, leading to two equations (Equations  3.17 and  3.18 ) with two

unknowns. The solution of the equations of motion determines the fuel burn and battery

energy (and hence battery weight and volume) required to complete the concerned time step.

Figure 3.7. Mission profile for the sizing mission

Figure 3.8. Aircraft free body diagram
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The takeoff, initial climb, and climb segments use maximum throttle setting for the

electric motor (along with sub-segment specific throttle setting for the gas turbine engines)

when sizing the hybrid-electric aircraft; for sizing, no electric motor power is available during

the cruise, descent, and landing segments.

Takeoff Segment

The takeoff segment is divided into five sub-segments – ground roll and takeoff segments 1-

4. Ground roll models the acceleration of the aircraft from rest to rotation velocity (1.1 times

stall velocity) at maximum throttle setting for the gas turbine engines. Takeoff segment 1

models the lift-off and climb to the obstacle height of 35 ft (with acceleration) using maximum

throttle setting for the gas turbine engines. The climb angle is a product of the rotation rate

and the time elapsed. Takeoff segment 2 models the climb from 35 ft to 400 ft at steady

speed using maximum throttle setting for the gas turbine engines. Similar to takeoff segment

2, takeoff segment 3 models the acceleration of the aircraft at a constant altitude of 400 ft

to 1.25 times stall velocity. Takeoff segment 4 models the climb from 400 ft to 1,500 ft at

steady speed using maximum continuous thrust throttle setting for the gas turbine engines.

Figure  3.9 provides detailed modeling information about the takeoff segment.

Takeoff Balanced Field Length: The takeoff balanced field length is the total takeoff

distance when the accelerate-stop distance required is equal to the takeoff distance required.

Both the accelerate-stop distance and the takeoff distance are dependent on the decision

speed, V1, which is the speed at which if there is an engine failure, the aircraft can either

brake to a halt or continue with the takeoff using the same distance. The accelerate-stop

distance is modeled in three steps – 1) ground roll until V1 speed, 2) engine failure at V1

speed followed by pilot reaction time, and 3) ground roll with braking using the remaining

engine(s) until the aircraft stops. The takeoff distance or accelerate-go distance is modeled

in four steps – 1) ground roll until V1 speed, 2) engine failure at V1 speed followed by pilot

reaction time, 3) ground roll using the remaining engine(s) until the aircraft reaches takeoff

safety speed (1.15 times stall velocity), and 4) rotate, transition and climb to obstacle height

of 35 ft using the remaining engine(s). The accelerate-stop and accelerate-go distances are
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Figure 3.9. Detailed standard mission profile and modeling information for
the takeoff segment

calculated for a range of V1 values and the value that leads to the same accelerate-stop and

accelerate-go distance is chosen as the decision speed, V1. The takeoff balanced field length

is the field length at the determined decision speed, V1.

One-Engine-Inoperative (OEI) Condition: The OEI condition is modeled as a part

of the takeoff segment. In this work, losing an engine signifies that the engine’s fan is no

longer working, which means that neither the gas turbine engine core, nor the electric motors

attached to the failed engine can contribute to any thrust. The aircraft accelerates from rest

to the decision speed, V1, on the ground with all engines operating, with an engine failure

occurring just after reaching the V1 speed; the V1 velocity is calculated as a part of the

balanced takeoff field length calculations. The reaction time for the pilot is assumed to

be 3 seconds, following which the aircraft accelerates to the takeoff safety speed using the

remaining engine(s) only. FAR Part 25 rules mandate that an aircraft reaches V2 velocity
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(1.2 times stall velocity) at or before 35 ft. This condition is implemented using a uni-variate

bounded optimization problem – the problem solves for the optimum aircraft rotation rate

that minimizes the difference between the aircraft velocity at 35 ft and V2 velocity. Using

the optimum rotation rate, the aircraft climbs from ground level to 35 ft, and then further

to 400 ft using the remaining engine(s). In case no rotation rate exists that can allow the

aircraft to accelerate to V2 velocity and climb to 35 ft, or the climb gradient from 35 ft to

400 ft using the remaining engine(s) is less than the required climb gradient of 2.4%, the

design fails the third constraint in the sizing optimization problem (Section  3.1.1 ).

Initial Climb Segment

The FAA requirements limit the Indicated Air Speed (IAS) of all aircraft below 10,000

ft to 250 knots. This segment models the acceleration and climb of the aircraft to 250

knots IAS and 10,000 ft, respectively, taking into consideration the FAA requirements. The

segment is divided into two sub-segments. Initial climb segment 1 models the acceleration of

the aircraft to 250 knots IAS at a constant altitude of 1,500 ft, using maximum continuous

thrust throttle setting for the gas turbine engines. Initial climb segment 2 models the climb

from 1,500 ft to 10,0000 ft at a steady speed (250 knots IAS) using maximum continuous

thrust throttle setting for the gas turbine engines.

Climb Segment

The climb segment models the climb of the aircraft from 10,000 ft to cruising altitude.

The climb segments constitutes of three sub-segments – climb segments 1-3. Climb segment 1

models the acceleration of the aircraft to the chosen climb speed (Vclimb) at a constant altitude

of 10,000 ft, using maximum continuous thrust throttle setting for the gas turbine engines.

The climb speed is set to 280 knots IAS for the standard mission. Climb segment 2 models the

climb from 10,000 ft to the Mach transition altitude or the tropopause (whichever is lower)

at steady Vclimb speed (280 knots IAS for standard mission) using maximum continuous

thrust throttle setting for the gas turbine engines. Above 10,000 ft, the difference between

the aircraft’s IAS and True Air Speed (TAS) becomes significant. This means that even
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though the aircraft climbs from 10,000 ft at a constant IAS, the aircraft’s TAS is increasing

(acceleration is greater than zero). The acceleration for such a flight phase is calculated

based on the difference in the TAS at the current altitude and the TAS at the previous

known altitude. The Mach transition altitude is the altitude at which the climb speed in

TAS is equivalent to the cruise Mach number. Once the aircraft reaches the Mach transition

altitude or the tropopause (36,089 ft) – whichever comes earlier – the aircraft climbs to

cruising altitude at a constant TAS equivalent to the cruise Mach speed (while the IAS starts

to decrease). This final climb to the cruising altitude is modeled under climb segment 3. In

case the aircraft hits the cruising altitude before reaching the Mach transition altitude, the

aircraft accelerates to the cruise Mach speed at the constant cruising altitude using maximum

continuous thrust throttle setting for the gas turbine engines. Figure  3.10 provides detailed

modeling information about the initial climb and climb segments.

Figure 3.10. Detailed standard mission profile and modeling information for
the initial climb (denoted by I.C.) and climb (denoted by C.) segments

Cruise and Service Ceilings: The cruise and service ceiling calculations work as

constraints for the sizing optimization problem (refer to Section  3.1.1 ). The cruise ceiling is

the altitude at which the rate of climb of the aircraft is 300 ft/min, while the service ceiling is
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the altitude at which the rate of climb of the aircraft is 100 ft/min. Both the calculations use

climb segments 1 to 3 with maximum thrust throttle setting for the gas turbine engines and

the electric motors. In case the aircraft cannot meet the cruise and service ceiling thresholds,

the design fails the fourth and the fifth constraint in the sizing optimization problem.

Cruise Segment

The cruise segment models a steady level flight, i.e., cruising at a constant Mach number

(no acceleration) at a constant altitude. For a standard mission, the cruise Mach number

is set to 0.785 M and the cruise altitude is set to 35,000 ft. This work does not consider a

cruise-climb condition where the aircraft keeps climbing as it gets lighter during cruise. Using

the condition that the thrust required is equivalent to the drag during cruise, the throttle

setting for the gas turbine engines is back-calculated. There exists a constraint in the sizing

optimization problem (refer to Section  3.1.1 ) to ensure that the gas turbine engines can

provide the required thrust during cruise even after downsizing; the constraint checks that

the throttle position for the gas turbine engines does not exceed maximum continuous thrust

throttle position (considered as power code of 47) at top-of-climb (beginning of cruise).

Descent Segment

The descent segment is split into six sub-segments – descent segments 1-6. Descent

segment 1 models the descent at constant TAS (equivalent to the cruise Mach number) from

cruising altitude to the altitude at which the IAS becomes equivalent to the descent speed,

Vdescent (IAS increases as the aircraft descends at constant TAS). Vdescent is set to 280 knots

IAS for the standard mission. Descent segment 2 models the descent of the aircraft to 10,000

ft at constant Vdescent IAS. The aircraft’s TAS decreases to maintain a constant IAS, and

the deceleration is calculated based on the difference in the TAS at the current altitude

and the TAS at the previous known altitude. Descent segment 3 models the deceleration of

the aircraft from Vdescent IAS to 250 knots IAS at a constant altitude of 10,000 ft to meet

the FAA speed limit requirements under 10,000 ft. Descent segment 4 models the descend

from 10,000 ft to 1,000 ft at a constant IAS of 250 knots. Descent segment 5 models the
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deceleration of the aircraft from 250 knots to approach velocity (1.3 times stall velocity) at a

constant altitude of 1,000 ft. Finally, descent segment 6 models the descent from 1,000 ft to

the obstacle height of 50 ft at a steady speed (approach velocity). All the six sub-segments

in the descent segment use idle thrust throttle setting for the gas turbine engines. Figure

 3.11 provides detailed modeling information about the descent segment.

Figure 3.11. Detailed standard mission profile and modeling information for
the descent segment

Landing Segment

The landing segment consists of three sub-segments – approach, flare, and ground roll.

Approach models the descent of the aircraft from the obstacle height of 50 ft to flare height

at constant approach velocity. The flare height is calculated using the approach presented

in chapter 17 of Raymer’s book [  91 ]. Using a preset descent angle of 3 degrees, the throttle

setting for the gas turbine engines is back-calculated. Flare models the deceleration of the

aircraft from approach velocity to touchdown velocity (1.15 times stall velocity). Ground roll

models the deceleration of the aircraft from touchdown velocity to rest at idle throttle setting
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for the gas turbine engines (includes a free roll phase of two seconds after touchdown). The

coefficient of friction for the runway is set to 0.5 to include the braking effect; the impact

of thrust reversers is not directly modeled. The landing balanced field length is calculated

based on the approach presented in Raymer [  91 ] (1.666 times the sum of approach, flare,

free roll, and ground roll distances).

Reserve Segment

This work does not model the reserve segment directly, rather it uses an estimate provided

by Lammen et al. [  94 ]. The reserve fuel estimate is based on IACO’s Annex 6 Operation

of Aircraft [  95 ] and is set to a constant value of 3968.28 lbs (1.8 metric tonnes) accounting

for alternate, contingency and reserve missions. This work did not include batteries for the

reserve segment because the operating mission would need to carry the batteries needed

for the missed approach climb out, but not use them in nearly all cases. Since the reserve

segment would only be used at the end of a normal operation, carrying fuel for this is the

lightest way to meet a reserve requirement. Again, a “typical” mission would not burn this,

so it would not contribute to CO2 emissions for a normal operation.

Taxi Segment

The taxi segment is modeled using a taxi-out time of 10 minutes and a taxi-in time of

10 minutes. This work does not consider an onboard electric taxi system (ETS) because of

the weight penalty (electric motors on the landing gear) and thermal management issues at

the landing gear associated with them. Additionally, ETS is only beneficial if the taxi-in

and taxi-out time is greater than 5 minutes each as the gas turbine engines need 5 minutes

to warm-up and cooldown [ 96 ]. Also, this work does not consider electric taxiing using gas

turbine engines running on batteries during aircraft sizing. The tool can be easily adapted

to include onboard ETS or electric taxiing using batteries as a part of the sizing problem.

Another way to study the impact of electric taxiing using batteries on mission fuel burn

could be to consider electric taxiing as a part of the energy management tool presented in
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Section  3.3 , where the sized aircraft with the onboard battery pack uses batteries for taxi-out

first.

Climb Optimizer – Best Climb Speed

The climb optimizer is a feature modeled as a part of the hybrid-electric aircraft sizing

tool. This feature determines the optimum climb speed (V ∗
climb) and climb gas turbine engine

throttle settings (th∗
1, th∗

2, th∗
3) for minimum fuel-to-climb or minimum time-to-climb condi-

tions. The climb optimization problem is set up as an unconstrained bounded minimization

problem with climb fuel or climb time as the objective function. The aircraft climbs from

10,000 ft to cruise ceiling while calculating the fuel burnt and time consumed using the climb

speed and gas turbine engine throttle settings (for climb segments 1-3) as design variables.

The climb speed has upper and lower bounds of 260 knots IAS and 300 knots IAS, respec-

tively, while the throttle settings are bounded by the maximum continuous thrust setting

and the idle thrust setting.

minimize:

WFuel or tclimb

design variables:

Vclimb, th1 , th2 , th3

The fuel burn and time elapsed calculations are based on the three climb sub-segments

discussed earlier.

Best Cruise Mach/Best Cruise Altitude (BCM/BCA)

Best Cruise Mach/Best Cruise Altitude (BCM/BCA) is another feature modeled as a

part of the hybrid-electric aircraft sizing tool; this feature could act as a continuation to

the previously discussed climb optimizer. The goal here is to find the optimum cruise Mach

number and cruise altitude that leads to maximum specific air range. The BCM/BCA

optimization problem is set up as an unconstrained bounded minimization problem with
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specific air range as the objective function, and cruise Mach number and cruise altitude as

the design variables.

minimize:

− SpecificAirRange

design variables:

Mcruise, Altcruise

The maximum specific air range is dependent on the aircraft weight at the beginning

of cruise. This work solves the BCM/BCA optimization problem for different weights as

the aircraft climbs from 10,000 ft. To reduce the computational expense, the BCM/BCA

calculations are ignored below 25,000 ft.

The aircraft accelerates from 250 knots IAS to V ∗
climb IAS using th∗

1 gas turbine engine

throttle setting, and then climbs to 25,000 ft at constant V ∗
climb IAS using th∗

2 gas turbine

engine throttle setting. As the aircraft climbs above 25,000 ft, for the current weight and

altitude, the BCM/BCA solver finds the optimum Mach number and cruise altitude that

maximizes the specific air range of the aircraft. If the difference between the calculated opti-

mum cruise altitude (Alt∗
cruise) and the current altitude at which BCM/BCA calculations were

performed is less than a threshold value (100 ft in this case), then the calculated M ∗
cruise and

Alt∗
cruise values are chosen as the best cruise Mach number and the best cruise altitude. If the

difference between Alt∗
cruise and the current altitude is higher than the threshold value, then

the aircraft climbs to a higher altitude and the BCM/BCA calculations are re-performed.

The threshold value governs the computational intensity of the BCM/BCA feature; another

intensity control parameter could be the altitudes at which the BCM/BCA calculations are

conducted (for example, every 100 ft or 60 seconds after an altitude of 25,000 ft or lower).

Descent Optimizer

The descent optimizer is the third feature modeled as a part of the hybrid-electric aircraft

sizing tool. This feature determines the optimum descent angle to allow the aircraft to glide

from cruising altitude to 10,000 ft, while reaching 250 knots IAS at 10,000 ft; the throttle
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setting for the gas turbine engines is set to idle. The descent optimization problem is set up

as an unconstrained bounded minimization problem with an objective function of minimizing

the square of the difference between the calculated IAS in knots at 10,000 ft after gliding

and 250 knots IAS. The descent angle is the only design variable in the problem, with its

value ranging between -4 and -1 degrees.

minimize:

(Vcalculated − 250 )2

design variable:

γdescent

After descending to 10,000 ft (while meeting FAA’s speed limit of 250 knots IAS at 10,000

ft), the aircraft descends further using descent segments 3-6, followed by landing using the

landing sub-segments discussed earlier.

Implementation of Mission Optimizers

The climb, BCM/BCA, and descent optimizers work as inner optimizers with the aircraft

sizing optimizer acting as the main or outer optimizer. Figure  3.12 provides a flowchart

depicting all three misson optimizers. In case the inner optimizers are unable to find an

optimal solution, the mission switches back to the standard mission, hence, making sure

that a good, nearly optimal design is not discarded by the main optimizer due to the failure

of mission-specific inner optimizers. All three inner optimizers are “switched off” during

aircraft sizing (the standard mission is used); they are “switched on” for some cases as a

part of the off-design mission calculations, as discussed in Section  3.3 .

3.1.2.5 Weight Module

The weight module provides the operating empty weight of the aircraft based on the fuse-

lage dimensions from the geometry module and the size of the propulsion system (considering

both the gas turbine engine and the electric motors). This work uses the FLOPS weight
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Figure 3.12. Flowchart depicting the three mission optimizers

estimation method [ 97 ] to estimate the weight of structural components (including horizon-

tal tail, vertical tail, fuselage, landing gear, nacelles and air induction systems, and paint),

propulsion system (including gas turbine engines, thrust reversers, fuel system, tanks, and

plumbing), systems and equipment items (including surface controls, auxiliary power unit,

instruments, hydraulics, electrical, avionics, furnishings and equipment, air conditioning, and

anti-icing), and operating items (including crew and baggage, unusable fuel, engine oil, and

passenger service). The weight of the wing (part of the structural components) is estimated

using the empirical equation presented in Raymer [ 91 ]. These historically-based estimators

rely upon a traditional tube-and-wing configuration common for current passenger transport

aircraft and assumes predominantly aluminum material.

The propulsion system for a hybrid-electric aircraft has additional components – electric

motors, gearbox, wiring, converters, etc. The weight of the electric motors is governed by

the power density of the electric motors; the power density is the quantity of power that a

motor can output per unit volume – essentially a power-to-mass ratio with units kW/lb. The
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weight of the gearbox for connecting the electric motor to the gas turbine engine is based

on the WATE tool [  98 ]. The WATE tool uses a PW 1000G engine to estimate the gearbox

weight, because it is the only geared turbofan engine whose data is publicly available. With

the unavailability of other simple approaches for gearbox weight estimation, this work uses

the power-to-weight ratio of the PW1000G gearbox (30,000 hp/250 lbs [ 99 ]) to estimate

the weight of the gearbox. Additionally, 500 lbs of miscellaneous weight is added to the

propulsion system to account for the thermal management system, wiring, converters, etc.

For the single-aisle aircraft considered in this work, the passenger weight and crew weight

is considered to be 200 lbs per person (including luggage). This work uses an additional

weight margin of 5% on the non-operating components (structural components, the propul-

sion system, and the systems and equipment items) to take into account the uncertainty

associated with estimating the operating empty weight using semi-empirical equations.

3.1.3 Tool Validation

The described sizing tool is validated using an existing conventional all fuel-burning

aircraft – Boeing 737-800; this approach of validating with an existing aircraft is common in

other studies of hybrid-electric aircraft. Figure  3.13 compares the payload-range chart for

the aircraft sized using the presented sizing tool with the publicly available payload-range

chart of the Boeing 737-800 aircraft [  100 ]. The error percentage ranges between ±5% across

the payload-range chart, which seems pretty reasonable given the fidelity of the presented

sizing tool. The author believes that the error margin could reduce further if the presented

sizing tool considered cruise-climb during the cruise segment as the Boeing 737-800 aircraft

usually uses cruise-climb to reduce fuel burn on longer missions than the sizing code predicts.

3.2 Hybrid-Electric Aircraft Sizing

This work considers a single-aisle parallel hybrid-electric aircraft with a design range of

900 nmi. For sizing the aircraft, the aerodynamic parameters of the wing are governed by

the chosen airfoil, which in the current work is a NACA 23012 airfoil. The airfoil design lift
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Figure 3.13. Comparison of payload-range charts – (a) Boeing 737-800 sized
using the presented sizing tool, (b) actual Boeing 737-800 aircraft data [ 100 ]

coefficient, design angle of attack, and the lift curve slope are based on the NACA 23012

airfoil, and the wing zero-lift angle of attack and wing lift curve slope are calculated using

the airfoil values as per the discussion in Section  3.1.2.3 . The wing taper ratio is not included

as a part of the problem design variables because the aerodynamic and weight prediction

fidelity do not capture the effect of taper adequately, and is set to Boeing 737-800’s known

value, i.e., 0.2012. Similarly, the values for the horizontal and vertical tail sweep are set

to 33.4 deg and 39.4 deg, respectively, and the values for the horizontal and vertical tail

thickness-to-chord ratio are set to 0.109 and 0.06, respectively, based on the Boeing 737-800

aircraft. The propulsion system consists of two gas turbine engines (turbofans) with electric

motors connected to their LPT shaft. Given the uncertainty associated with predictions for

future battery and electric motor characteristics, this work considers four different battery

and electric motor technology cases with low, medium, high, and very high uncertainties (or

risk) for year 2035. The battery and electric motor technology cases are discussed in Section

 3.2.1 .

The aircraft can carry 185 passengers in a single-class all-economy configuration, with

two pilots and three crew members onboard the aircraft. For the aircraft sizing, the design

mission is based on the standard mission discussed in Section  3.1.2.4 ; i.e., a climb speed of
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280 knots, a cruise speed of 0.785 M, a cruise altitude of 35,000 ft, and descent speed of 280

knots. The taxi time is set to 20 minutes and the current results do not consider electric

taxiing. As mentioned before, for cases where the sizing tool optimizer cannot complete the

mission for a given combination of design variables, the optimizer uses a backup mission (to

ensure that the search for an optimal set of aircraft design variables can continue, even if

the mission analysis would not close for the hybrid-electric aircraft). The backup mission for

the current sizing runs is a 1,900 nmi design mission using a conventional (all fuel-burning)

single-aisle aircraft that is sized similar to a Boeing 737-800 aircraft.

The following points summarize the design and operation assumptions made while sizing

the hybrid-electric aircraft:

• Hybrid-electric propulsion is only used during takeoff, initial climb, and climb seg-

ments, with the electric motors set to full throttle

• Batteries can only be charged at the gate; no in-flight charging is considered

• Batteries can only be discharged to the maximum discharge limit to maintain safety

• Battery packs are embedded in the fuselage and cannot be altered for daily operations,

i.e., it is not possible to add or remove a battery pack from the fuselage before a flight

• Aircraft is required to meet the one-engine-inoperative condition using a single propul-

sor, i.e., one gas turbine engine with the associated electric motors

• Reserve segment is conducted using fuel only; no extra batteries are added for the

reserve segment

• Changes in the layout of passenger accommodation due to fuselage stretching, i.e.,

conversion to dual-class cabin, are not considered

3.2.1 Hybrid-Electric Aircraft Cases

This work considers four hybrid-electric propulsion technology cases, categorized by the

uncertainty / risk associated with the future battery and electric motor performance pre-

dictions. The uncertainty increases from case 1 to case 4, with case 1 having the lowest
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uncertainty and case 4 having the highest uncertainty. The current work is agnostic to a

specific battery chemistry and uses information from other battery studies to assume the

battery gravimetric and volumetric energy densities (how much energy is available in 1 kg

and 1L of battery), battery maximum discharge capacity (how much can we safely discharge

the battery without affecting its life), and battery efficiency (how much charge can a battery

actually hold). Table  3.2 summarizes the four hybrid-electric propulsion technology cases

considered in this work.

The battery characteristics for the four cases are adapted from different studies to ensure

that this work can explore the impact of the most conservative and the most optimistic

battery technology predictions (and all those in between) on aircraft design, analysis, and

fleet-level utilization. Case 1 is the low uncertainty case because it uses battery technology

that seems to achievable by 2035. The battery gravimetric energy density is set to 500

W-h/kg, based on the Battery500 Consortium goals [ 101 ]. The volumetric energy density

is assumed to be 700 W-h/L, which seems achievable by 2035 given the current battery

technology forecasts. Case 2 is the medium uncertainty case and uses battery gravimetric

and volumetric energy densities of 750 W-h/kg and 1200 W-h/L, respectively, adapted from

the Boeing SUGAR Volt studies [ 26 ]. Case 3 is the high uncertainty case and uses optimistic

values of 1000 W-h/kg and 1300 W-h/L for the battery gravimetric and volumetric energy

density, respectively. These values are based on the long-term 20 year horizon (starting

2016) provided by Lents et al. [ 102 ]. The battery maximum discharge rate and battery

efficiency for the first three cases (cases 1, 2, and 3) are assumed to be 90% and 96%,

respectively, and are adapted from values used in the single-aisle parallel hybrid-electric

study by Lents and Hardin [  27 ]. Case 4 is the very high uncertainty case and uses highly

optimistic values of 1500 W-h/kg and 1700 W-h/L for battery gravimetric and volumetric

energy density, respectively. These battery energy density values are adapted from the 2035

battery technology expectations provided by Zamboni [  103 ], and could only be achieved by

highly advanced Metal-Air (or similar) batteries. The battery maximum discharge rate and

battery efficiency for case 4 are assumed to be 95% and 97%, respectively.

With limited information available about future high power density electric motors, this

work assumes that cases 1, 2, and 3 have the same electric motor characteristics. These
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characteristics are based on the NASA Motor NRA results summarized in a recent study by

Lents and Hardin [ 27 ]; the electric motor power density is 6.8 kW/lb and the motor efficiency

is 97%. Case 4 assumes highly optimistic values for the electric motor characteristics with

a power density of 9 kW/lb and an efficiency of 99%. The performance characteristics of

future superconducting electric motors with cryogenic cooling could match these values as

they are expected to showcase power densities close to 11 kW/lb (25 kW/kg) in the next

15-20 years.

The efficiency of the power management and distribution (PMAD) system in the form of

inverters, converters and cables, is assumed to be 98% for cases 1, 2, and 3, and 99% for case

4. Current modeling assumes that a gearbox is required to connect the electric motor to the

gas turbine engine’s LPT shaft. The transmission efficiency for the gearbox is assumed to

be 95% for cases 1, 2, and 3, and 97% for case 4.

Table 3.2. Hybrid-electric aircraft propulsion technology cases considered in this work

3.2.2 Hybrid-Electric Aircraft Sizing Results

This section presents the hybrid-electric aircraft sizing results considering the four hybrid-

electric propulsion technology cases discussed in the previous section. As mentioned in the

Section  3.1 , resizing / stretching the fuselage to accommodate the required batteries while

sizing a hybrid-electric aircraft is important to ensure that there is no reduction in a hybrid-

electric aircraft’s cargo volume due to the placement of the battery packs. However, a
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stretched fuselage would lead to a higher empty weight and a higher parasite drag, both of

which contribute to an increase in the propulsive power required to complete the mission,

ultimately leading to a higher fuel burn. In such a case, airlines operating a hybrid-electric

aircraft might be willing to trade the reduced cargo capacity with lower mission fuel burn.

To demonstrate the impact of fuselage resizing / stretching on the conceptual design of a

hybrid-electric aircraft, the sizing results presented here consider two options for each hybrid-

electric propulsion technology case – 1) without fuselage resizing (denoted by woFuse), and

2) with fuselage resizing (denoted by wFuse); this leads to a total of eight hybrid-electric

aircraft.

Table  3.3 shows the aircraft sizing results for the eight hybrid-electric aircraft, along with

a conventional (all fuel-burning) aircraft sized for 900 nmi. These hybrid-electric aircraft

results consider that the maximum combined electric motor power available during sizing is

limited to 8 MW (the upper bound for the sizing problem design variable, Pmaxemotor, is set

to 8 MW, as shown in Table  3.1 ). This means that the sizing optimizer can choose any value

between 0 MW and 8 MW for the maximum combined electric motor power while sizing the

aircraft.

3.2.2.1 Conventional Aircraft vs Hybrid-Electric Aircraft

With the current modeling, single-aisle parallel hybrid-electric aircraft lead to fuel savings

ranging between 2.7% and 9.3%, compared to a conventional aircraft sized for the same

mission. As expected, the more optimistic hybrid-electric propulsion technology cases lead

to higher fuel savings, and the woFuse option leads to higher fuel savings compared to the

wFuse option. The second last row in Table  3.3 (∆ Fuel) provides the exact fuel savings for

each hybrid-electric aircraft case compared to the conventional aircraft (sized for 900 nmi).

When compared to a Boeing 737-800 aircraft operating on a 900 nmi off-design mission, the

fuel savings from the hybrid-electric aircraft are much higher. The sized Boeing 737-800

aircraft (sized for a 1,990 nmi mission) consumes approximately 11,563.7 lbs of fuel to fly

a 900 nmi mission with the same payload (37,000 lbs) and same reserve fuel (3,968.28 lbs)

as all other aircraft considered here. The last row in Table  3.3 (∆ Fuel(B737-800@900nmi))
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Table 3.3. Summary of the hybrid-electric aircraft sizing results considering
both without fuselage resizing (woFuse) and with fuselage resizing (wFuse)
approaches; electric motors’ combined maximum rated power limited to 8 MW

provides the fuel savings for each hybrid-electric aircraft with respect to the Boeing 737-800

aircraft; the fuel savings range between 15.0% to 21.6%, depending on the hybrid-electric

propulsion technology.

All the sized hybrid-electric aircraft choose the upper bound for the combined maximum

rated power of all electric motors (Pmaxemotor) to maximize the fuel burn benefit, i.e., 8MW.

The propulsor setup could be visualized as two 2 MW electric motors attached to the LPT

shaft of each of the two gas turbine engines, making a total of four electric motors present

on the hybrid-electric aircraft. The gas turbine engine core size also reduces as the hybrid-

electric propulsion technology improves, saving more fuel. Interestingly, the gas turbine

engines for all the hybrid-electric aircraft are sized by the top-of-climb constraint rather
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than the one-engine-inoperative constraint. The top-of-climb constraint ensures that the gas

turbine engines alone can provide enough thrust for the aircraft to cruise, while making sure

that the power code for the engines does not exceed the maximum continuous thrust setting,

i.e., 47 (a power code of 50 corresponds to maximum thrust). The sixth constraint presented

as a part of the sizing optimization problem represents this feature (refer to Section  3.1.1 ).

The next “almost active” performance constraint for all the hybrid-electric aircraft is the

balanced takeoff field length.

As visible in Table  3.3 , all the hybrid-electric aircraft choose the upper bound for the

wing aspect ratio, i.e., 12. This is an attribute of the low-fidelity nature of the aerodynamics

and weights module, wherein the structural impacts of having very high aspect ratio wings

cannot be assessed meticulously. The wing area (Swing), wing sweep (Λwing), and wing

thickness-to-chord ratio (t/cwing) reduce as we move from case 1 to case 4, for both woFuse

and wFuse options. This is a direct outcome of the hybrid-electric aircraft becoming lighter

overall as we utilize higher technology – lighter and more efficient – batteries and electric

motors, along with smaller core gas turbine engines.

Comparison with Relevant Aircraft Sizing Study: Comparing the Case 2 hybrid-

electric aircraft without fuselage resizing (woFuse) with the Boeing SUGAR Volt parallel

hybrid-electric aircraft [  25 ], [  26 ] (as it seems to be the most relevant aircraft study available

in the literature), we see that the block fuel burn per seat is higher for the Case 2-woFuse

aircraft. The SUGAR Volt ‘No Shutdown’ (Ref Hp 7,150) aircraft has a block fuel per seat

value of 32.69 lb while the Case 2-woFuse aircraft presented in Table  3.3 has a block fuel

per seat value of 52.56 lb; the author chose to compare the presented aircraft with the ‘No

Shutdown’ version of the SUGAR Volt aircraft because of their similar electric motor rating.

This difference in block fuel per seat values is an artifact of the different sizing approaches

followed by the two studies under comparison. The sizing approach presented in this work

considers gas turbine engine downsizing and OEI condition/constraint for determining the

size of the hybrid propulsion system, while using lower-fidelity approaches to model the

electric motor-gas turbine engine integration and the aerodynamic characteristics. On the

other hand, the SUGAR Volt study uses a higher-fidelity NPSS environment to model an

advanced gas turbine engine (hFan + 2) and its integration with the electric motors, along
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with higher-fidelity aerodynamic analysis to include a much more efficient truss-braced wing

configuration [ 26 ].

3.2.2.2 Impact of Fuselage Resizing

Comparing hybrid-electric aircraft without fuselage resizing (woFuse) and hybrid-electric

aircraft with fuselage resizing (wFuse) in Table  3.3 , it can be seen that the gross takeoff

weight for wFuse aircraft is higher, for all four hybrid-electric propulsion technology cases.

This is because the stretching of the fuselage to accommodate the battery packs leads to an

increase in the weight of the fuselage, which in turn increases the operating empty weight,

propulsion system size and weight, and ultimately the fuel required to complete the mission

– all contributing to a higher gross takeoff weight. Additionally, due to the drag and weight

penalty associated with increasing the length of the fuselage, the optimal battery size (weight

and volume) for the wFuse hybrid-electric aircraft is lower than the woFuse hybrid-electric

aircraft. This is true for all four cases. Hence, the wFuse hybrid-electric aircraft are less

efficient compared to the woFuse hybrid-electric aircraft. Being heavier than the woFuse

aircraft, the wFuse aircraft showcase a bigger wing, a higher wing sweep (except for case

1), and gas turbine engines with higher thrust rating.

For case 1, the wFuse hybrid-electric aircraft consumes 71.9 lbs of extra fuel compared

to the woFuse aircraft, while saving 123.9 ft3 of cargo volume by stretching the fuselage

to accommodate the batteries (although the cargo volume required by the batteries for

wFuse aircraft is 119.3 ft3, if the fuselage was not resized, the cargo volume required by

the batteries would be 123.9 ft3). For reference, the total cargo volume available in the

aircraft without fuselage stretching (based on the baseline CAD model presented in Section

 3.1.2.1 ) is approximately 1,635 ft3. Hence, the cargo volume required to accommodate the

batteries for case 1 is less than 8% of the total cargo volume available in the aircraft. Based

on this information, it is possible that airlines might not prefer the wFuse version because

that aircraft burns 71.9 lbs of extra fuel per flight while saving only a small percentage of

cargo volume (although the extra fuel required by the wFuse aircraft seems small at an

aircraft-level, the fleet-level implications could be notable). Similarly, for cases 2, 3, and
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4, the wFuse hybrid-electric aircraft consume 110.9 lbs, 97.6 lbs, and 69.0 lbs of extra fuel

compared to the woFuse aircraft, while only saving 70.3 ft3 (4.3%), 64.8 ft3 (4.0%), and

44.2 ft3 (2.7%) of cargo volume, respectively. For the fleet-level studies conducted in this

work in Chapter  5 , the author considers only the woFuse hybrid-electric aircraft; the energy

management tool results presented in Section  3.4 also consider the same.

3.2.2.3 Impact of Higher Electric Motor Power

Given that all the eight hybrid-electric aircraft presented in Table  3.3 chose the upper

bound (8 MW) for the electric motors’ maximum rated combined power (Pmaxemotor), this

section explores what happens if the upper bound for the maximum rated power is raised

to 20 MW. Increasing the maximum possible electric motor rated power should allow us to

see how much more fuel savings are possible if we have the technology to connect (and fit)

more than than two electric motors to the LPT shaft of each gas turbine engine. Table  3.4 

summarizes the aircraft sizing results for the eight hybrid-electric aircraft with the electric

motors’ combined maximum power limited to 20 MW.

The fuel savings increase with an increase in the maximum rated combined power of the

electric motors, ranging between 2.0% and 10.3% compared to the conventional aircraft sized

for the same mission. Compared to the 8MW hybrid-electric aircraft, we see a fuel savings of

at least 35.5 lbs (and a maximum fuel saving of 123.7 lbs) across all cases. The woFuse and

wFuse hybrid-electric aircraft show trends similar to those discussed in Section  3.2.2.2 . The

woFuse hybrid-electric aircraft showcase 20 MW of combined electric motor power for cases

2, 3, and 4, indicating that more fuel savings could be possible if very high power density

electric motors become available in the future. As expected, the combined electric motor

power for the wFuse aircraft cases is lower than (or equal to) woFuse aircraft cases due

to the drag and weight penalty associated with increasing the length of the fuselage. For

the wFuse option, only case 4 showcases a combined electric motor power of 20 MW, all

other cases showcase lower combined electric motor power. Given the current electric motor

technology forecasts, compact electric motors with a power rating greater than 2 MW might

not be feasible in the near future. Hence, the possibility of attaching electric motors with a
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Table 3.4. Summary of the hybrid-electric aircraft sizing results considering
both without fuselage resizing (woFuse) and with fuselage resizing (wFuse)
approaches; electric motors’ combined maximum rated power limited to 20
MW

combined power rating greater than 4 MW to the LPT shaft of a gas turbine engine is very

low, making the installation of 20 MW rated electric motors on an aircraft (10 MW combined

power electric motors on each gas turbine engine LPT shaft) infeasible. The author uses this

reasoning to consider only 8 MW hybrid-electric aircraft for all the energy management /

aircraft performance and fleet-level studies presented in this work.

3.2.2.4 Maximum Hybrid-Electric Aircraft Range

As the design range of the hybrid-electric aircraft increases, the size of the electric motors

(and hence the size of the hybrid portion of the propulsion system) will start to reduce. As
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the aircraft flies a longer mission, it needs to carry more fuel for the cruise segment. To

compensate for the added fuel weight, the longer-range aircraft would like to reduce the

“dead” weight, i.e., battery weight, to reduce fuel consumption over the mission, compared

to a hybrid-electric aircraft sized for a shorter design range. The battery weight is directly

reduced by reducing the combined maximum rated power of all electric motors (Pmaxemotor).

There should exist a sweet-spot for the amount of electric power augmentation (for takeoff,

initial climb, and climb segments) required by the aircraft so that it can minimize the

mission fuel burn, even while carrying some “dead” weight for the longer mission; the sizing

optimization problem should be able to capture this tradeoff. However, there will be a design

range where the aircraft will not be able to carry any batteries to minimize the fuel burn,

leading to a conventional (all fuel-burning) aircraft (Pmaxemotor=0). This design range will

be the maximum range for the hybrid-electric aircraft in consideration. The maximum design

range will vary with hybrid-electric propulsion technology, with case 1 showcasing the lowest

maximum design range and case 4 showcasing the highest maximum design range.

Table  3.5 summarizes the case 1 woFuse hybrid-electric aircraft characteristics as we

increase the design range (in unequal intervals) from 900 nmi to 1,800 nmi. The maximum

hybrid-electric aircraft range for a case 1 woFuse aircraft is approximately 1,800 nmi be-

cause the combined maximum rated power of all electric motors is almost zero (the value of

Pmaxemotor is actually 0.001 MW, which is why the battery weight and volume are slightly

greater than zero). These results show that the electric system’s contribution to the total

power required by the aircraft (during takeoff, initial climb, and climb) will reduce if we in-

crease the design range of the hybrid-electric aircraft, reducing the overall fuel burn benefit

possible from a hybrid-electric propulsion system.

3.2.3 Optimization Algorithm Selection

The aircraft sizing optimization problem is a single-objective constrained nonlinear pro-

gramming problem with continuous design variables (refer to Section  3.1.1 for more details).

The sizing tool is set up in MATLAB and is adapted to use both gradient-based solvers, like

Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP), and non gradient-based solvers, like Nelder-Mead
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Table 3.5. Summary of the hybrid-electric aircraft characteristics considering
higher design ranges – for case 1 without fuselage resizing (woFuse); electric
motors’ combined maximum rated power limited to 8 MW

Simplex. The sizing results presented in Section  3.2.2 use the non gradient-based Nelder-

Mead Simplex solver – implemented using a MATLAB package, fminsearchcon [ 104 ] – to

find the optimal solution to the sizing problem at hand. Given the way the sizing optimiza-

tion problem is set up as an SAND formulation, the Nelder-Mead Simplex solver seems to

perform better than the gradient-based SQP solver.

Initially, the author used the gradient-based SQP solver, fmincon, to solve the sizing

optimization problem. However, the SQP solver took too many function evaluations to find

a sub-optimal solution with a MATLAB exitflag of 2 (the change in design variables was less

than the step size tolerance and maximum constraint violation was less than the constraint

tolerance); an exitflag of 1 is desirable in MATLAB because it indicates meeting first-order

optimality conditions. On closer inspection, the problem had some scaling issues with respect

to the objective function and the constraints. To remedy this issue, the author scaled the

objective function by dividing it by a large number (objupdated = obj/20000 ), wherein the large

number was arbitrarily chosen based on some trial-and-error runs. Resolving the scaling issue

reduced the number of function evaluations required by SQP to reach a solution, however, the

solution was still sub-optimal as the exitflag did not change from 2. On further inspecting the

solution obtained from SQP after fixing the scaling issue, the author noted that the Hessian

matrix of the objective function had at least one eigenvalue that very close to zero (on the

order of 10−10). This indicated that the Hessian matrix was not positive-definite, causing
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the SQP solver to have problems with the final search steps. This issue was noted with all

the hybrid-electric aircraft sizing runs (with many different starting points) and might be

due to the battery and fuel weight constraints that obviate the sizing code iterations.

While searching for an approach to fix the issues faced by the SQP solver for the sizing

problem at hand, the author found multiple studies in the literature that indirectly point

to a similar issue. In most of these studies, the authors either developed their own methods

to efficiently calculate gradients or modify SQP, or used non gradient-based solvers like

Nelder-Mead Simplex or Genetic Algorithms. Brejle and Martins [  42 ] developed an aircraft

design tool with efficient gradients; the authors use analytic gradients to enable the use of

OpenMDAO 2’s Newton solvers and combine it with gradient-based optimization to solve

conceptual design problems for aircraft with unconventional propulsion architectures. The

SUAVE [  105 ] aircraft conceptual design and optimization tool uses a gradient-based solver

SNOPT [  106 ]; SNOPT is a software for large-scale linear and quadratic programming and

essentially uses a modified SQP algorithm to solve aircraft design optimization problems.

The Program for Aircraft Synthesis Studies (PASS) [ 107 ] – an aircraft preliminary design

tool created by Desktop Aeronautics, Inc. – used non gradient-based approaches like Genetic

Algorithms and Nelder-Mead Simplex methods to conduct aircraft conceptual design studies,

with the argument that the design space at the conceptual design stage is often noisy and ill

behaved, making it hard to use traditional gradient-based solvers [  108 ], [ 109 ]. Since solver

development was out of scope for this work, the author chose to use the non gradient-based

Nelder-Mead Simplex solver to solve the sizing optimization problem at hand.

Nelder-Mead Simplex solver usually works well for problems that cannot be easily solved

by gradient-based solvers. However, the Nelder-Mead Simplex solver is not a global solver

and requires a feasible starting point to begin the search for the optimal solution. Being

independent of the objective and constraint function gradients and Hessians, the Nelder-

Mead Simplex solver is able to tackle the problems faced by the SQP solver with the final

search steps using direct random searches. This comes at the expense of more computa-

tional time as the Nelder-Mead Simplex solver requires more function evaluations to find

the optimal solution. Since the author had the sub-optimal solutions from SQP available for

all the hybrid-electric aircraft considered in this work, the author used them as the starting
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point for the Nelder-Mead Simplex solver. The final sizing results (presented in Section

 3.2.2 ) showed a MATLAB exitflag of 1 (using fminsearchcon [ 104 ]), which signifies that the

function converged to an optimal solution while satisfying all constraints (fminsearchcon

employs a post-processing assessment of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions to ensure optimality).

3.3 Hybrid-Electric Aircraft Energy Management Tool

The hybrid-electric aircraft sized using the “flight-mechanics-based” sizing tool is based

on the sizing rule that the electric motors operate at full throttle during the takeoff, initial

climb, and climb segments. This means that the installed battery in the sized aircraft is

just enough to ensure that all the battery energy is consumed (to safety limits) at top-of-

climb, provided the electric motors are operated at full throttle (until the beginning of the

cruise segment) and the aircraft is flying for 900 nmi at 100% load factor. However, when

these aircraft will be introduced as part of airline fleets for daily operations, they will rarely

be operated at their design mission. Most of the airline operations will include off-design

missions, i.e., operating at different route lengths and at various load factors (depending on

demand and frequency of service for a given city-pair).

For off-design missions, changing the usage of the installed battery energy, i.e., choosing

when and how much battery power should be used during the mission, has the potential

to lead to lower overall mission fuel burn. There are two main reasons for this preferable

outcome — 1) aircraft weight reduces when fuel is burned but stays constant when battery

energy is utilized to provide propulsive power – a reduction in aircraft weight leads to lower

propulsive power requirement for the remaining flight segments, which means that an optimal

combination of fuel burn and battery energy consumption could lead to lower overall mission

fuel burn, and 2) when the aircraft is flown at a lower payload, or for a lower range (or both),

the battery energy required to assist the gas turbine engine during takeoff and climb (to the

cruising altitude) could be lower than the total battery energy onboard the sized aircraft

(because the aircraft is lighter due to lower payload, or due to lower amount of fuel in the fuel

tanks considering a shorter mission, or both), which means that an optimal battery energy

management scheme could lead to better utilization of the battery across all flight segments
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to minimize overall fuel burn. Additionally, combining the energy management scheme with

an optimal flight path for the off-design mission could lead to even further reductions in the

overall mission fuel burn. Determining an optimal flight path for the sized aircraft includes

identifying the optimal climb, cruise, and descent speeds, along with the optimal cruising

altitude, for different payload-range combinations.

An optimal energy management for the fuel and battery energy onboard a hybrid-electric

aircraft – operating at an off-design mission – can be achieved by optimizing the power split

between the two propulsion sources, i.e., the gas turbine engine and the electric motor, while

they compete to meet the aircraft thrust requirements. Since batteries essentially count as

“dead weight” that is carried by an aircraft on its mission because they do not decrease in

weight as they discharge, it makes most sense to utilize (or discharge) them completely (as

per their maximum safe discharge limit) while minimizing the fuel burn over the complete

mission. For the parallel hybrid-electric aircraft considered in this work – with electric power

augmentation considered only for takeoff, initial climb, and climb segments during sizing –

this could mean that the optimal power split between the two propulsion sources could allow

the aircraft to partially (or fully) cruise using battery energy, if that minimizes the fuel burn

over the flight envelope for the off-design mission in consideration.

This section presents an energy management tool – derived from the “flight-mechanics-

based” sizing tool (Section  3.1 ) – to minimize the fuel burn of a hybrid-electric aircraft on

an off-design mission by identifying the optimal combination of throttle settings (to control

the power split) for the gas turbine engines and the electric motors during takeoff, initial

climb, climb, and cruise. The tool is set up with an optimization problem at its core that

minimizes the overall mission fuel burn and forces the aircraft to completely discharge the

batteries (to their safety limit) during the mission to gain maximum fuel burn benefit. The

optimal gas turbine engine and electric motor throttle settings showcase an optimal energy

management scheme that resonates with how the airlines might end up flying these aircraft

as a part of their daily operations (focusing on profitability in operation / minimum fuel

cost for every mission).

The energy management tool can also be integrated with the “flight-mechanics-based”

sizing tool presented in this work. The integration, though straightforward in implementa-
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tion, will lead to sizing a hybrid-electric aircraft that is highly specialized to “fly” the design

mission at 100% load factor. Such an aircraft is expected to perform worse when operating

at off-design missions, making it unfavorable for use by airlines. Additionally, the integration

will lead to much higher computational costs for sizing the aircraft as the number of design

variables for the optimization problem will at least double, which is not ideal for an aircraft

conceptual sizing / exploration study.

3.3.1 Optimization Problem Setup

The energy management optimization problem is set up as a single-objective nonlinear

programming problem with nonlinear constraints; the problem consists of continuous design

variables only. The objective function of the problem is to minimize the mission fuel weight,

while satisfying the SAND mission fuel weight constraint (refer to Section  3.1.1 for SAND

constraint). The design variables for this problem include the gas turbine engine and electric

motor throttle positions for takeoff and climb segments, along with the guessed mission fuel

weight. The guessed mission fuel weight acts as both a design variable and a constraint

in the problem. The guessed fuel weight value (or takeoff weight) is used to complete the

mission performance calculations (using the Mission Module), and the constraint ensures

that the difference between the guessed mission fuel weight and the calculated mission fuel

weight is less than a specified tolerance. This is different from the sizing problem setup

where the difference between the guessed value and the calculated value was set to less than,

or equal to, zero. The current setup allows the problem to solve quicker while using a buffer

fuel weight set by the tolerance. The SAND approach further leads to a lower number of

total function evaluations because it allows the user to get rid of the traditional iterative

procedure of guessing the mission fuel weight (or takeoff weight), solving for optimal mission

fuel weight, and then using the calculated value as the new guess for the next iteration (if the

difference between the calculated and guessed values is greater than the required tolerance).

The current setup assumes that the gas turbine engine and electric motor throttle posi-

tions for takeoff ground roll and takeoff segments 1 & 2 (refer to Mission Module in Section

 3.1.2.4 ) are set to maximum to allow the aircraft to takeoff and climb to obstacle height
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(and accelerate to safety speed) as quickly as possible. Additionally, the current setup does

not consider any battery power utilization during the descent, landing, or reserve segments,

which means that the batteries are completely discharged (to their safe discharge limits) by

the end of the cruise segment. For combinations of design variables (throttle positions) that

prevent the aircraft from climbing (for instance, when the total combined thrust is too low

to accelerate and climb for the guessed aircraft fuel weight / takeoff weight), the problem

employs a backup mission to obtain a value for the mission fuel weight for the current set

of design variables. The objective function in that case is set as the sum of the weight of

fuel from the backup mission and a penalty based on the takeoff, initial climb, or climb

sub-segment it fails. The backup mission fuel weight is set to be equal to the block fuel of

the sized hybrid-electric aircraft, flying 900 nmi at 100% payload.

This work considers two approaches for the energy management tool to minimize the

overall mission fuel burn for off-design missions. These approaches differ in terms of imple-

mentation of the power split between the two propulsion sources for the cruise segment, with

the power split implementation staying the same for the takeoff, initial climb, and climb seg-

ments. The optimal flight path identification scheme can be integrated with both the energy

management approaches without much modifications.

3.3.1.1 Approach 1: “Rule-based” Cruise

The “rule-based” cruise approach assumes that the electric motor throttle position is set

to maximum for the cruise segment. This means that the battery energy remaining after

the climb segment is consumed by operating the electric motor at full throttle during cruise

until all the onboard batteries are safely discharged. In this optimization problem setup, the

design variables consider the throttle positions for the gas turbine engine and the electric

motor for takeoff (segment 3 onward), initial climb, and climb segments only. The energy

management problem for approach 1 (“rule-based” cruise) is formulated as follows:

minimize:

WFuel

subject to:
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W calculated
Fuel − W guess

Fuel ≤ tol

W guess
Fuel − W calculated

Fuel ≤ tol

design variables:

thTO3 , thTO4 , thiCl1 , thiCl2 , thCl1 , thCl2 , thCl3 ,

ethTO3 , ethTO4 , ethiCl1 , ethiCl2 , ethCl1 , ethCl2 , ethCl3 , W guess
Fuel

where, the first seven design variables represent the throttle position for the gas turbine

engine, followed by seven design variables that represent the throttle position for the electric

motor, and the last variable that represents the guessed mission fuel weight. Table  3.6 shows

the upper and lower bounds for all the design variables. The constraints signify the SAND

approach; the value of the fuel weight tolerance, tol, is set to 25 lbs to reduce computational

runtime. The optimization algorithm employed for solving this problem is the Nelder-Mead

Simplex, implemented using a MATLAB package – fminsearchcon [ 104 ]. The solution of

the posed optimization problem will provide the optimal “rule-based” energy management

solution – for the route and load factor in consideration – that will lead to minimum overall

mission fuel burn (and hence CO2 emissions).

Table 3.6. Energy management tool: Upper and lower bounds for the “free
cruise” energy management design variables

Design Variables Lower Bound Upper Bound
GTE throttle position (thTO, thiCl , thCl) 22 49
E-motor throttle position (ethTO, ethiCl , ethCl) 0.2 0.999
Guess Fuel Weight (W guess

Fuel ) [lbs] 2,000 W sizing
Fuel

3.3.1.2 Approach 2: “Variable Throttle” Cruise

The “variable thottle” cruise approach assumes that the cruise segment has multiple

electric motor throttle positions. This allows the optimizer to choose when and how much

battery energy to use during the cruise segment to minimize overall fuel burn. This enables

the possible tradeoff where the energy management scheme “waits” for aircraft to get lighter

during cruise to better use the available battery energy towards the end of the cruise segment.
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This scheme could lead to lower overall fuel burn when compared to the “rule-based” cruise

approach where the aircraft has to use all the available battery energy when it is the heaviest

(segment-wise), i.e., at the beginning of cruise.

The number of electric motor throttle positions available (n) for a given mission depends

on the mission length. In the current setup, the mission length is divided by 100 and round-

down to the nearest integer to calculate the number of electric motor throttle positions

available as design variables in the optimization problem. For instance, a mission length

of 300 nmi has three electric motor throttle positions, and a mission length of 900 nmi has

nine electric motor throttle positions available as design variables. The gas turbine engine

throttle for the cruise segment is back-calculated based on the total thrust required to cruise

and the equivalent thrust provided by the electric motor (based on the throttle setting).

Hence, in this optimization problem setup, the design variables consider the throttle

positions for the gas turbine engine and the electric motor for the takeoff (segment 3 onward),

initial climb, and climb segments, along with electric motor throttle positions for the cruise

segment. The energy management problem for approach 2 (“variable throttle” cruise) is

formulated as follows:

minimize:

WFuel

subject to:

W calculated
Fuel − W guess

Fuel ≤ tol

W guess
Fuel − W calculated

Fuel ≤ tol

∆Eavail
Batt ≤ 0

design variables:

thTO3 , thTO4 , thiCl1 , thiCl2 , thCl1 , thCl2 , thCl3 ,

ethTO3 , ethTO4 , ethiCl1 , ethiCl2 , ethCl1 , ethCl2 , ethCl3 ,

ethCr1 , ..., ethCrn , W guess
Fuel
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where, the first seven design variables represent the throttle position for the gas turbine

engine during takeoff, initial climb, and climb, followed by seven design variables that rep-

resent the throttle position for the electric motor during takeoff, initial climb, and climb.

The next n design variables represent the the throttle position for the electric motor during

cruise, and the last variable represents the guessed mission fuel weight. Table  3.7 shows

the upper and lower bounds for all the design variables. The first two constraints signify

the SAND approach; the value of the fuel weight tolerance, tol, is set to 25 lbs to reduce

computational runtime. There is an additional constraint in this problem setup that ensures

that the battery energy is completely depleted to safety limits by the end of the cruise seg-

ment. The optimization algorithm employed for solving this problem is Genetic Algorithm,

implemented using MATLAB’s ga package [  110 ]. This problem did not use the Nelder-Mead

Simplex algorithm because it usually tends to be ineffective for problems with 15 or more

design variables [ 111 ].

Table 3.7. Energy management tool: Upper and lower bounds for the ”vari-
able throttle” energy management design variables

Design Variables Lower Bound Upper Bound
GTE throttle position (thTO, thiCl , thCl) 22 49
E-motor throttle position (ethTO, ethiCl , ethCl) 0.2 0.999
E-motor throttle position (ethCr) 0.0 0.999
Guess Fuel Weight (W guess

Fuel ) [lbs] 2,000 W sizing
Fuel

An important thing to note here is that it is not possible for the aircraft to save all

its battery energy for the cruise segment. This is because the hybrid-electric aircraft has

downsized gas turbine engines that always need some electric power augmentation to enable

the aircraft to takeoff and climb safely, which means that the aircraft cannot climb without

expending battery energy. However, there could arise a case where the hybrid-electric aircraft

has to fly on a very short route with a low payload. In that case, the aircraft could climb

by using the gas turbine engines only and save the battery energy for cruise. However, the

author believes that the overall mission fuel burn might still be higher than the option where

some battery energy was expended to takeoff and climb because the gas turbine engines will

have to operate at near full throttle.
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3.4 Hybrid-Electric Aircraft Performance

The performance characteristics of a hybrid-electric aircraft depend on the energy man-

agement scheme implemented for the off-design mission. This section presents the hybrid-

electric aircraft performance for a sample route considering the different energy management

approaches, including “rule-based” cruise energy management, and “variable throttle” cruise

energy management. The aircraft performance results showcase the energy management

tool’s capabilities and the possible benefits of identifying the optimal power split between

the gas turbine engine and the electric motor for a given off-design mission.

The sample route chosen for demonstration is LGA-ORD (great circle distance of 637

nmi). The author chose this route because it was the second busiest domestic route in the

US in June 2022 (according to OAG database ). Additionally, it is assumed that the load

factor for this route is 80%, which is equivalent to 148 passengers (this is synonymous with

most FLEET studies which assumes a load factor of 80% for all routes in its network).

Since the hybrid-electric aircraft operating on this route would be lighter than the sized

aircraft because of lower payload weight and lower fuel weight (due to reduced mission

length and payload weight), this route will allow us to see the benefits of the different energy

management schemes to reduce overall mission fuel consumption.

The results presented in this section for the sample route consider only the ‘case 1 -

8MW’ hybrid-electric aircraft. For the fleet-level studies, the energy management tool is run

for all the routes in FLEET’s route network (Section  4.1.3 ) and for all four hybrid-electric

aircraft cases.

3.4.1 No Energy Management

Considering hybrid-electric aircraft performance without any energy management schemes

helps illustrate the benefits provided by the energy management tool. Without any energy

management scheme, the hybrid-electric aircraft is operated using the sizing rules, i.e., the

electric motors operate at full throttle during takeoff, initial climb, and climb segments, and

the gas turbine engines operate as per the description in the sizing tool’s Mission Module

 3.1.2.4 . Any battery energy remaining after the climb segment (if any) is not utilized in this
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case. Without any energy management scheme, a ‘case 1 - 8MW’ hybrid-electric aircraft

flown on the LGA-ORD route at 80% load factor requires a total mission fuel of 7,104.98

lbs, with an equivalent battery weight of 666.82 lbs remaining unutilized. This considers

that the aircraft follows the standard mission defined in Section  3.1.2.4 , with a climb speed

of 280 knots, a cruise speed of 0.785 M, a cruise altitude of 35,000 ft, and a descent speed

of 280 knots. Figure  3.14 shows the mission profile, mission fuel burn, gas turbine engine

throttle positions, and electric motor throttle positions, along with other information for the

LGA-ORD route, with ‘case 1 - 8MW’ hybrid-electric aircraft operating at 80% load factor.

Figure 3.14. No energy management: Mission profile, mission fuel burn, gas
turbine engine throttle positions, and electric motor throttle positions – LGA-
ORD route with ‘case 1 - 8MW’ hybrid-electric aircraft operating at 80% load
factor
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3.4.2 Approach 1: “Rule-based” Cruise Energy Management

The “rule-based” cruise energy management scheme assumes that the electric motor

throttle is set to maximum for the cruise segment until all the onboard batteries are com-

pletely (safely) discharged. The total mission fuel burn for a ‘case 1 - 8MW’ hybrid-electric

aircraft using the “rule-based” cruise scheme on LGA-ORD route is 6,962.87 lbs (using the

standard mission). Figure  3.15 shows the mission profile, mission fuel burn, gas turbine

engine throttle positions, and electric motor throttle positions, along with other informa-

tion for the LGA-ORD route, with ‘case 1 - 8MW’ hybrid-electric aircraft operating at 80%

load factor. As expected, the energy management scheme chooses to use a higher throttle

position for the electric motors in the later stages of the climb. As the gas turbine engines

provide a higher percentage of the total required power in the early stages of climb, the

aircraft becomes lighter compared to the case where electric motors would have provided a

higher percentage of the required initial power. The lighter aircraft now needs lesser thrust

/ energy in the later stages of climb, allowing the aircraft to reap a higher benefit from using

the electric motors in the later stages. The optimal combination of the gas turbine engine

and electric motor throttle positions ensures that the aircraft has enough thrust to complete

the mission, while minimizing overall mission fuel burn.

3.4.3 Approach 2: “Variable Throttle” Cruise Energy Management

The “variable throttle” cruise energy management scheme assumes that the cruise seg-

ment has multiple electric motor throttle positions, along with the throttle positions for

the takeoff, initial climb, and climb segments. Given that the route length for the LGA-

ORD route is 637 nmi, there are six electric motor throttle positions available for the cruise

segment. The total mission fuel burn for a ‘case 1 - 8MW’ hybrid-electric aircraft using

the “variable throttle” cruise scheme on LGA-ORD route is 6,958.88 lbs (using the stan-

dard mission). Figure  3.16 shows the mission profile, mission fuel burn, gas turbine engine

throttle positions, and electric motor throttle positions, along with other information for

the LGA-ORD route, with ‘case 1 - 8MW’ hybrid-electric aircraft operating at 80% load

factor. As with the previous energy management scheme, the “variable throttle” energy
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Figure 3.15. “Rule-based” cruise energy management: Mission profile, mis-
sion fuel burn, gas turbine engine throttle positions, and electric motor throttle
positions – LGA-ORD route with ‘case 1 - 8MW’ hybrid-electric aircraft op-
erating at 80% load factor

management scheme “waits” for the aircraft to get lighter during climb and cruise to better

use the available battery energy towards the end of the climb and cruise segments. This

“waiting” scheme for the cruise segment leads to lower overall fuel burn when compared to

the “rule-based” approach where the aircraft has to use all the available battery energy when

it is the heaviest (segment-wise), i.e., at the beginning of cruise.

3.4.4 Comparison of Different Energy Management Schemes

Table  3.8 compares the different energy management schemes to determine the hybrid-

electric aircraft performance characteristics; the different gas turbine and electric motor

throttle positions show the optimal power split between the two energy sources onboard the
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Figure 3.16. “Variable throttle” cruise energy management: Mission profile,
mission fuel burn, gas turbine engine throttle positions, and electric motor
throttle positions – LGA-ORD route with ‘case 1 - 8MW’ hybrid-electric air-
craft operating at 80% load factor

aircraft. Figure  3.17 compares the mission profile, fuel burn, gas turbine engine throttle posi-

tions, and electric motor throttle positions for the different energy management approaches.

The “rule-based” cruise energy management scheme leads to a 2.00% reduction in fuel

burn compared to the fuel burn using no energy management scheme, equivalent to 142.11

lbs of fuel saved per flight. The “variable throttle” energy management cruise scheme leads

to a further reduction of about 4 lbs in mission fuel burn, leading to fuel savings of 2.06%

(equivalent to 146.10 lbs of fuel per flight) compared to the case with no energy management

scheme. All these fuel savings are corresponding to a case 1 (8MW) hybrid-electric aircraft

operating on LGA-ORD route (637 nmi) at 80% load factor.

Comparing the “variable throttle” scheme with the “rule-based” scheme, the extra fuel

savings from the “variable throttle” scheme seem marginal given the extra computational
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Table 3.8. Energy management scheme comparison: Performance character-
istics for ‘case 1 - 8MW’ hybrid-electric aircraft operating on LGA-ORD route
at 80% load factor

time required by the scheme to find the optimal power split between the gas turbine engines

and the electric motors (because of the need to use Genetic Algorithm [  110 ] to handle the

increased number of problem design variables). Additionally, the extra fuel savings from the

“variable throttle” scheme are based on an ideal standard mission with no consideration of

uncertainties like winds aloft and other factors. The “variable throttle” scheme distributes

the battery energy for the cruise segment based on the ideal mission, “saving” the battery

energy for use towards the end of the cruise segment. In case there is a change in the mission

profile (due to winds or to accommodate other air traffic), we might not be able to utilize

the “saved” battery energy optimally, which could lead to higher overall mission fuel burn.

In reality, this will always be the case due to the high number of uncertainties faced by the

operators on a daily basis, making the “variable throttle” scheme less useful. Hence, for
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Figure 3.17. Energy management scheme comparison: Mission profile, mis-
sion fuel burn, gas turbine engine throttle positions, and electric motor throttle
positions for ‘case 1 - 8MW’ hybrid-electric aircraft operating on LGA-ORD
route at 80% load factor

the fleet-level studies conducted in this work, the author uses the “rule-based” scheme to

generate the hybrid-electric aircraft performance data, as it seems more suited to represent

how an airline might end up using the hybrid-electric aircraft.

3.4.5 Energy Management with Optimal Flight Path

All the energy management tool results presented until now assumed a standard mission

with a climb speed of 280 knots, a cruise speed of 0.785 M, a cruise altitude of 35,000 ft,

and a descent speed of 280 knots. However, concurrently optimizing the mission profile (or
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flight path) and the power split between the gas turbine engines and the electric motors

has the potential to lower the overall off-design mission fuel consumption for hybrid-electric

aircraft even further. The optimal flight path scheme is implemented along with the energy

management scheme by enabling all the mission optimizers – climb, BCM/BCA, and descent

(discussed in Section  3.1.2.4 ) – as inner optimizers, with the energy management scheme

acting as the outer (or main) optimizer. With the current tool setup, the integration of

the two schemes is straight-forward (as the mission optimizers are embedded in the Mission

Module), with the inclusion of climb speed (Vclimb) as an additional design variable in the

energy management optimizer (or the outer optimizer). This work considers only the “rule-

based” cruise energy management scheme with the optimal flight path since it seems to be

most suited to how airlines might end up using the hybrid-electric aircraft as part of their

daily operations.

Table  3.9 summarizes the energy management tool results (and the hybrid-electric aircraft

performance characteristics) for the “rule-based” scheme with the standard flight path and

the “rule-based” scheme with an optimal flight path. The simultaneous optimization of the

aircraft’s energy management and flight path leads to lower mission fuel burn, with a 1.9%

reduction compared to the “rule-based” scheme, and a 3.9% reduction compared to the case

where no energy management scheme is implemented. This is equivalent to 134.00 lbs and

276.11 lbs of fuel saved per flight compared to the “rule-based” scheme and the no energy

management scheme, respectively.

Figure  3.18 compares the mission profile, fuel burn, gas turbine engine throttle positions,

and electric motor throttle positions for the “rule-based” and “rule-based” with optimal flight

path schemes. The optimal flight path for the latter scheme involves cruising at a higher

speed and altitude (0.789M at 37,034 ft), climbing at a slightly lower indicated airspeed, and

an optimal descent to 10,000 ft with a continuous reduction in descent indicated airspeed

(to meet the 250 knots speed limit at 10,000 ft). This is clearly visible in the mission profile

(depicted by purple dotted line in the top-left chart) in Figure  3.18 as the aircraft climbs

optimally to a higher altitude and starts to descend optimally earlier, compared to the

standard mission profile (depicted by red line in the top-left chart). The less cruise distance

covered by the aircraft in the “rule-based” scheme with optimal flight path seems to be a
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Table 3.9. Energy management with Optimal Flight Path: Performance
characteristics for ‘case 1 - 8MW’ hybrid-electric aircraft operating on LGA-
ORD route at 80% load factor

major factor in reducing fuel burn over the mission, as evident in the top-right chart in Figure

 3.18 ). The gas turbine engine and electric motor throttle positions for the climb segment

seem to differ noticeably for the two schemes in consideration. The “rule-based” scheme with

optimal flight path uses higher gas turbine engine throttle setting and lower electric motor

throttle setting during a major portion of the climb segment (visible by the gap between the

red solid and purple dotted line in bottom two charts in Figure  3.18 ). Both the schemes

still show the downward and upward “kink” in the gas turbine engine and electric motor

throttles, respectively, at the beginning of cruise, signifying the use of electric motors at full

throttle for a short period (accompanied by a drop in gas turbine engine throttle). However,

the “kink” for the “rule-based” scheme with optimal flight path occurs later in the mission
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Figure 3.18. Energy management with Optimal Flight Path: Mission profile,
mission fuel burn, gas turbine engine throttle positions, and electric motor
throttle positions for ‘case 1 - 8MW’ hybrid-electric aircraft operating on LGA-
ORD route at 80% load factor

as the aircraft climbs to a higher (and more optimal) cruising altitude. As expected, during

cruise, the “rule-based” scheme with optimal flight path showcases a higher power code for

the gas turbine engines, compared to the scheme with the standard flight path. Given the

thrust lapse rate of a gas turbine engine, an engine needs to use a higher throttle position

/ power code to match the thrust produced by the engine at a lower altitude. Because

the optimal flight path chosen by the optimizer features a higher altitude, the gas turbine

engines’ power code is also higher to provide sufficient thrust for constant speed cruising.
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The fuel burn benefits from flying a hybrid-electric aircraft on an optimal path (with

optimal energy management) are noticeable. However, in reality, the aircraft might not

be able to fly as per the calculated optimal flight path due to several factors, including,

restrictions by the air traffic control, winds aloft, and other weather conditions. Factoring

in the real world possibility of flying an aircraft on its optimal flight path for each route

during daily operations, this work uses the “rule-based” scheme with a standard mission to

generate the hybrid-electric aircraft performance data for the fleet-level studies presented in

Chapter  5 .
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4. FLEET-LEVEL MODELING

Hybrid-electric aircraft show a potential to reduce CO2 emissions at an aircraft-level due to

reduced fuel consumption compared to a conventional (all fuel-burning) aircraft. However,

once these aircraft are introduced for use as a part of profit-seeking airline fleets, the overall

fleet-level CO2 emissions are not expected to reduce proportionally to individual CO2 emis-

sions benefits possible from these hybrid-electric aircraft. There are a number of obvious

reasons for this most-likely-possible scenario – 1) there will be a limit to aircraft production

and delivery based on materials, logistics, and supply chain limits, 2) airlines will not be

able to suddenly retire their existing single-aisle aircraft (forced early aircraft retirement) to

operate an all hybrid-electric single-aisle aircraft fleet, and, 3) hybrid-electric aircraft will

have a shorter range compared to conventional aircraft, limiting the direct replacement of

the conventional single-aisle aircraft with lesser carbon emitting hybrid-electric aircraft in

an airline fleet.

There is a tradeoff to introducing single-aisle hybrid-electric aircraft in airline fleets.

Although the fleet-level emissions from the single-aisle aircraft fleet are expected to go down

once the hybrid-electric aircraft in consideration are introduced, the usage of these short-

range airplanes (compared to conventional single-aisle airplanes) can cause the airlines to

change how they use their whole fleet. These changes in fleet allocation and utilization could

mean that the direct CO2 emission reduction benefits possible from hybrid-electric aircraft

could be offset by the changes in CO2 emissions from the remaining fleet.

Hence, it is important to study the fleet-level impacts of introducing these short-range

fuel-efficient single-aisle aircraft in airline fleets. This work attempts to simulate a profit-

seeking “U.S.-flag carrier” airline’s behavior when hybrid-electric aircraft are made available

to its fleet in 2035, and predicts the subsequent total fleet carbon emissions, using the

Fleet-Level Environmental Evaluation Tool (FLEET) [ 7 ]. Sections  4.1 and  4.2 talk about

the FLEET tool and the future demand predictions, respectively. Section  4.3 talks about

introducing hybrid-electric aircraft in FLEET, including aircraft performance coefficients,

economic factors (aircraft and energy costs), and life-cycle CO2 emission intensities.
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4.1 Modeling Tool — FLEET

FLEET is a computational simulation tool that predicts how fleet-level environmental

impacts of aviation — in the form of CO2 emissions and airport noise — evolve over time.

FLEET follows a system dynamics-inspired approach to connect computational modules that

mimic the economics of airline operations, models airlines decisions regarding retirement of

old aircraft and acquisition of new aircraft, and represents passenger demand growth in re-

sponse to economic conditions. This set of interconnected computational modules enables

the tool to assess the impact of future aircraft concepts and technologies on fleet-wide envi-

ronmental metrics, while reflecting resulting relationships between carbon emissions, passen-

ger demand/market demand, ticket prices, and airline fleet composition from 2005 to 2055.

FLEET is capable of providing an estimation of how variation in external factors such as

economic conditions, policy implementation, and technology availability would affect future

commercial aviation environmental impacts. FLEET employs a year-by-year approach in its

simulation which models the evaluation of passenger demand, airline fleet mix, and available

aircraft technology level. This makes FLEET independent of an external forecast for airline

operations, an external forecast for passenger demand, and of a prescribed fleet mix evolu-

tion. References [ 7 ], [  83 ], [  84 ], [  112 ]–[ 118 ] talk about the various studies conducted with

FLEET, considering subsonic aircraft operation only. FLEET studies considering a mix-

ture of supersonic and subsonic commercial aircraft in airline fleet are available in references

[ 119 ]–[ 121 ].

Reference [  7 ] provides additional details about the aircraft factors (aircraft acquisition

and retirement, aircraft production and delivery), economic factors (nonfuel direct operating

costs (DOC), indirect operating costs (IOC), fuel cost, ticket price), market factors (pro-

jected demand, inherent demand - Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth, price-demand

elasticity), and environmental factors (environmental impact metrics, environmental policy

- fuel tax) embedded in FLEET’s system-dynamics-type framework. Figure  4.1 provides a

representation of FLEET.
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Figure 4.1. System-dynamics-inspired representation of FLEET (adapted
with permission from Moolchandani et al. [  7 ])

4.1.1 FLEET’s Allocation Problem

Central to FLEET is an optimization algorithm that solves an allocation problem to

maximize the profit of an airline while satisfying passenger demand on its route network.

Equation  4.1 depicts the objective function for the allocation problem.

K∑
k=1

J∑
j=1

paxk,jpricek,j −
K∑

k=1

J∑
j=1

Xk,jCk,j (4.1)

In equation  4.1 , Xk,j is the number of round trips aircraft k provides on route j. The

assumption of round-trip helps to remove balance constraints and reduces the number of

routes, thereby reducing the size of the optimization problem. A round trip is one flight

from A to B and back from B to A; it can only be an integer. paxk,j is the number of
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passengers moved one way using aircraft k on route j today. This assumes symmetricity in

the number of passengers moved between A – B and B – A. For example, if paxsubsonic,JFK−LHR

= 50, this means that 50 passengers are moved from JFK-LHR and 50 passengers are moved

from LHR-JFK, leading to 100 passengers moved on the route in total. pricek,j is the round

trip ticket price for passenger on aircraft type k flying route j. This work chose to stick

with round trip price because it matches the most common fare paid by passengers (matches

DB1B itinerary fare). This step means that one passenger (paxk,j) pays half of their round-

trip price today. Ck,j is the round-trip direct operating cost of aircraft k on route j. The

FLOPS / sizing code output gives one-way direct operating cost. For subsonic aircraft, the

output is multiplied by a factor of 2.

The allocation problem has several constraints to ensure realistic modeling of an airline’s

daily operations. Equations  4.2 –  4.5 depict the constraints for the allocation problem.

K∑
k=1

2Xk,j(BHk,j + MHk,j + t) ≤ 24 ∗ fleetk (4.2)

paxk,j ≤ capkXk,j (4.3)

K∑
k=1

paxk,j ≤ demj (4.4)

K∑
k=1

paxk,j ≥ 0 .9 ∗ demj (4.5)

Equation  4.2 is the count constraint; it sets the count on the number of aircraft available

in fleet and the number of aircraft actually available to fly. The multiplier of 2 on the left side

of the equation signifies a round-trip (as Xk,j is number of round-trips), and the multiplier

of 24 on the right side of the equation signifies the duration of one day, i.e., 24 hours. BHk,j

is the one-way block hours from FLOPS / sizing code for aircraft k on route j, MHk,j is

the one-way maintenance hours from FLOPS / sizing code for aircraft k on route j, t is the

turnaround time. The term fleetk is the number of aircraft type k in the fleet.
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Equation  4.3 is the capacity constraint; it ensures that there are enough seats to satisfy

the larger one-way demand, if minimum demand constraint is imposed. In Equation  4.3 , capk

signifies the capacity of type k aircraft. In other words, the number of passengers moved by

aircraft type k one way on route j today should be less than or equal to the number of seats

flying each way on route j today.

Equations  4.4 and  4.5 depict the demand constraints in FLEET. Equation  4.4 ensures

that FLEET does not create demand on its own, i.e., the demand to be served does not

surpass the demj value. demj is the maximum value of the number of travelers between A

– B and B – A. This parameter utilizes the airline market data for passenger demand each

way for route A – B and route B – A. This is essentially the one-way demand in FLEET.

Equation  4.5 sets a lower limit on the demand satisfied on each route.

4.1.2 Aircraft Classification

FLEET represents aircraft by class (based on number of seats) and by technology age.

There are six different classes of subsonic aircraft in FLEET – 1) Small Regional Jet (up to 50

seats), 2) Regional Jet, 3) Small Single Aisle, 4) Large Single Aisle, 5) Small Twin Aisle, and

6) Large Twin Aisle. There are four different technology ages in FLEET – 1) Representative-

in-class (most flown aircraft in 2005), 2) Best-in-class (aircraft with most recent entry into

service dates in 2005), 3) New-in-class (aircraft currently under development that will enter

service in near future), and 4) Future-in-class (aircraft that will enter into service after new-

in-class aircraft). Table  4.1 lists the subsonic aircraft available in FLEET. All these aircraft

(except the future-in-class) are modeled in FLOPS using the technical data available in public

domain. There are no new- and future-in-class 1 aircraft available in the FLEET simulation,

recognizing the dwindling number of orders for the small regional jets in the aviation market

currently. The new-in-class 2 aircraft, named as CS100, is an approximate representation

of the recently introduced Airbus A220, while the new-in-class 3 aircraft, named as Boeing

737-700 reengined, potentially represents the Boeing 737 MAX7 aircraft. The new-in-class 6

aircraft, named as LTA, represents a refreshed version of the Boeing 777 aircraft (the model

could be considered as a representation of the upcoming Boeing 777X). Reference [ 122 ]
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provides additional details about these aircraft. For the future-in-class aircraft, this work

considers a “business-as-usual” scenario, wherein the author assumes a 10% reduction in fuel

burn for future-in-class aircraft compared to new-in-class aircraft of the same size class. The

future-in-class aircraft are modeled using what the author calls the “magic wand” approach.

These future-in-class aircraft are same as the corresponding new-in-class aircraft, with their

fuel burn scaled down to represent the “business-as-usual” scenario, without worrying about

the technologies that need to be implemented to achieve the assumed (better) performance.

Reference [  117 ] provides details about these aircraft. These different classes and technology

of aircraft represent the mix of aircraft sizes and technologies in the airline fleet.

Table 4.1. Aircraft types in FLEET with [Label] and (EIS)

4.1.3 Passenger Demand and Route Network in FLEET

FLEET predictions for routes and passenger demand build upon reported data from the

Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) [ 123 ]. FLEET uses historical BTS data for years

from 2005 through 2018, then uses model based predictions for years 2019 and beyond. This

causes FLEET to have a dynamic route network that follows how US-flag carrier airlines

updated their route networks as reported in the BTS data until 2018, followed by a static

route network from 2018 and beyond (i.e., FLEET does not predict the addition or deletion

of routes in the future). In 2018 (and all subsequent years), there are 1,975 routes in the

FLEET network that connect a subset of WWLMINET 257 airports  

1
 . All these routes are

1
 ↑ “World-Wide LMI Network (WWLMINET) 257” airports as reported by Logistics Management Institute

to be those “worldwide” airports that have the most operations
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either US-domestic routes or international routes with direct flights originating or ending at

a US airport, because these are the only routes that appear in the BTS database.

Extracting and Processing Data from BTS Datasets

The BTS demand data employed in this work is the T-100 Segment Data (all carriers).

The T-100 segment demand data comes in either monthly or yearly entries, with all data

from both domestic and international carriers, passengers and cargo services (scheduled

and unscheduled), all types of carriers (regional, major, small certified, etc.), and all types

of aircraft configuration. This raw data contains information irrelevant to FLEET, and

therefore, needs to be filtered before using it to generate the route network in FLEET.

Current implementation uses yearly data for years 2005 to 2018, but the filtering approach

is also applicable to monthly data.

Filtering the Data

The raw from BTS is trimmed to relevant data that can be used as an input for further

processing in FLEET using the filters numbered 0 to 11 in Table  4.2 . After these filters

are applied to the raw data in the order listed in Table  4.2 , the final demand data contains

information about the number of passengers per year on directional routes by all domestic

carriers combined. For instance, after filtering, the demand data for JFK – LHR route has

a single entry that represents the yearly number of passengers carried by all US-flag carrier

airlines combined.

Processing the Data

The filtered data is input into FLEET and additional filters for aircraft performance and

airport characteristics are applied to the data. The yearly data is then transformed to daily

demand (dividing the yearly demand by 365 and then ceiling the result for integer number

of passengers) applicable to both directions of a route (bi-directional routes) by choosing

the larger demand of the two directions to represent the demand for each direction. For

instance, if JFK to LHR has a daily demand of 10,000 passengers and LHR to JFK has a
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daily demand of 10,500 passengers, then the daily demand in FLEET for JFK – LHR route

will be 10,500 passengers. Routes with daily demand greater than or equal to 10 passengers

constitute the route network in FLEET for that year. This step is included in Table  4.2 as

filter number 12.

Updated Route Network

FLEET’s route network updates every year from 2005 to 2018 using the corresponding

year’s BTS T-100 Segment data (yearly). This causes FLEET’s route network to have 1,965

routes in the year 2005 and 1,975 routes in the year 2018. FLEET’s route network stays

static beyond 2018, hence, there are 1,975 routes in FLEET from years 2018 to 2055. Earlier,

FLEET had a static route network with 1,940 routes starting from year 2005 [ 7 ], [  117 ], [  119 ].

The updated route network allows FLEET to include some current “popular” trans-Pacific

and trans-Atlantic routes, like SJC – HND, that were missing from FLEET’s previous route

network, and to remove some outdated routes, like ATL – LGW, from its route network.

4.1.4 Passenger Demand Forecast Model

The passenger demand forecast in FLEET is modeled is a function of two factors: the

demand changes due to broad economic factors, referred to here as the “inherent demand

growth”, and the demand change due to passenger response to changes in ticket prices

charged by the airlines, called the “elastic growth”. In the inherent demand growth model,

the demand growth is a function of GDP growth, while the elastic growth model incorporates

the effects of range and availability of alternative modes of transport into its calculation [ 7 ].

Inherent Demand Growth

FLEET uses a nonlinear relationship to evaluate the demand growth rate in different

continents (see reference [  125 ]), which is based on the historical data of trips/capita vs.

GDP/capita. In other words, if all the continents had the same GDP growth rate, the

continents with higher GDP/capita would have a lower trips/capita growth rate. High pop-

ulation growth rates also dilute impacts of high GDP growth rates on GDP/capita growth.
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Table 4.2. FLEET: List of filters for extracting and processing BTS T-100
Segment data (all carriers) using year 2005 as an example (adapted with per-
mission from Jain et al. [  124 ])

The model employs the GDP and population data of each continent in 2005 from World

Bank [ 126 ] as initial settings. By using the GDP growth rate and population growth rate
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historical data and predictions, the model tracks the passenger demand for each continent

from 2005 to 2050.

Elastic Demand Growth

The demand for air travel also changes as passengers respond to changes in air fare; this

change is represented using price-demand elasticity. In modeling price-demand elasticity, two

factors affect passenger choice to fly. The first is the distance of travel – over short distances,

the passengers may choose not to fly and opt for alternative modes of travel. The second

factor is whether the route is domestic or international, since over many international routes,

alternative modes of travel are not feasible. The elasticity values used for price-demand

elasticity are based on reference [ 127 ], and appear in reference [ 7 ].

The FLEET simulations presented in this work use 2005 as the starting year for all

simulations, because most stated aviation emissions goals use 2005 as the reference year.

The FLEET simulation output provides information about the type(s) of and number of

aircraft allocated to routes to meet passenger demand based on a number of scenarios.

The scenarios are essentially a combination of low, nominal, and high values for aircraft

technology, economic growth rate, and energy price. References [  117 ], [  118 ] provide more

details about the subsonic-only FLEET scenarios. This work considers only the “Current

Trends Best Guess (CTBG)” scenario from the previous work and uses it as a baseline

to compare other scenarios. The CTBG scenario comprises nominal aircraft technology

development, nominal economic growth, and nominal energy price evolution.

4.2 Future Demand Scenarios

The novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic caused a sudden drop in air travel pas-

senger demand and airline operations due to travel restrictions imposed worldwide. It is

necessary to include this demand slump (and subsequent future demand projections) in

FLEET to make better future fleet-level emission predictions. With several paths to pas-

senger demand recovery possible (depending on the duration of the outbreak, containment
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measures, consumer confidence for air travel, and economic conditions), this work utilizes

the future demand scenarios presented by the author in Jain et al. [  124 ].

The work considers six demand projection scenarios using two possibilities for airline

demand recovery to pre-COVID-19 (2019) levels and three different GDP growth rates from

the year of passenger demand recovery to the year 2030. The GDP growth rate directly

impacts the inherent passenger demand in FLEET. These scenarios are based on two broad

assumptions – 1) there is a 66% reduction in total passenger demand in 2020 [ 128 ], and

2) there will either be a V-shape recovery to 2019 air travel demand levels by 2023, or a

U-shape recovery to 2019 air travel demand levels by 2024. Table  4.3 summarizes the future

demand scenarios considered in this work; passenger demand for different years is listed as a

percentage of pre-COVID-19 levels (2019) and the GDP growth rate is listed as a percentage

of the ‘Nominal’ GDP growth rate in FLEET [ 124 ].

Table 4.3. Future COVID-19-related demand scenarios in FLEET

The first three scenarios consider that the passenger demand returns to pre-COVID-

19 levels (2019) by the year 2023. The total passenger demand is set to recover to 52%

of pre-COVID-19 levels by 2021, 88% of pre-COVID-19 levels by 2022, and 100% of pre-

COVID-19 levels by 2023 [  128 ]. These three scenarios are distinguished by the inherent

passenger demand growth rate, which is based on the GDP growth rate assumed in the
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FLEET simulation. The first scenario – “2023 recovery” – assumes that the passenger

demand continues to grow based on the GDP growth rate in FLEET beyond 2023. This

scenario does not consider the long-term economic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic and

assumes that the GDP will continue to grow unaffected by the pandemic after 2023. The

second scenario – “2023 recovery + GDP slowdown to 75% until 2030” – considers that the

passenger demand grows corresponding to 75% of the GDP growth assumptions in FLEET

from years 2023 to 2030. This scenario takes into consideration the long-term economic

impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic and assumes that the GDP will grow at a slower rate

until year 2030. The third scenario – “2023 recovery + GDP inflation to 125% until 2030” –

assumes that the passenger demand grows at 125% of the inherent demand and GDP growth

assumptions in FLEET from years 2023 to 2030. This scenario assumes that the GDP will

bounce back stronger in the longer term and grow at a faster rate until year 2030.

The remaining three scenarios consider that the passenger demand returns to pre-COVID-

19 levels (2019) by the year 2024 (one year later than the previous three scenarios). The total

passenger demand is set to recover to 38% of pre-COVID-19 levels by 2021, considering the

possibility that the severe travel restrictions in response to new COVID-19 variants persist

[ 129 ]. The passenger demand is then assumed to recover to 50% of pre-COVID-19 levels by

2022, 75% of pre-COVID-19 levels by 2023, and to pre-COVID-19 levels by 2024. Similar

to the previous three scenarios, the fourth scenario – “2024 recovery” – assumes that the

GDP will continue to grow unaffected by the pandemic after 2024, the fifth scenario – “2024

recovery + GDP slowdown to 75% until 2030” – assumes that the passenger demand will

grow corresponding to 75% of the GDP growth assumptions in FLEET until year 2030, and

the sixth scenario – “2024 recovery + GDP inflation to 125% until 2030” – assumes that the

passenger demand will grow at 125% of the GDP growth assumptions in FLEET until year

2030.

Figure  4.2 shows the V-shaped and “almost” U-shaped passenger demand recovery in

FLEET to pre-COVID-19 (2019) levels by 2023 and 2024, respectively. This work only

considers scenario 1 (“2023 recovery”) and scenario 4 (“2024 recovery”) as the representative

scenarios for fleet-level studies with the introduction of single-aisle hybrid-electric aircraft.
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Figure 4.2. Projected demand recovery to pre-COVID-19 (2019) levels in FLEET

4.3 Introducing Hybrid-Electric Aircraft in FLEET

The single-aisle hybrid-electric aircraft is introduced in FLEET in 2035 as a future-in-

class 3 aircraft with a range capability of 900 nmi. The hybrid-electric aircraft replaces

the similar size (single-aisle) “magic wand” future-in-class 3 aircraft with a higher range

capability of 3,260 nmi (refer to Section  4.1 for details on aircraft classification in FLEET

based on size and technology age). The reduced range capability of the hybrid-electric

aircraft makes it eligible for operation on only 1,082 routes out of the 1,975 routes available

in the FLEET network.

4.3.1 Hybrid-Electric Aircraft Performance Coefficients

The energy management tool (refer to Section  3.3 ) provides the aircraft performance

coefficients, i.e., optimal block fuel, to FLEET. The energy management tool is run for all

four 8 MW hybrid-electric aircraft, considering seven route lengths, from 300 nmi to 900

nmi at 100 nmi intervals, and a load factor of 80%, i.e., (185∗0.8 =) 148 passengers. Figure

 4.3 shows the block fuel characteristics of the four hybrid-electric aircraft in consideration
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at 80% load factor. As expected, the block fuel savings increase as we move from case

1 (least technologically advanced) to case 4 (most technologically advanced), and from a

shorter route to a longer route. As visible in Figure  4.3 , the block fuel for all cases varies

almost linearly with route length, making it reasonable to use linear regression to calculate

the block fuel values for all the eligible routes in FLEET. Current work uses the seven data

points shown in Figure  4.3 for each hybrid-electric aircraft to calculate the block fuel values

across the whole route network using linear regression; this approach leads to computational

time savings as the energy management tool is run only for a limited number of route lengths.

Figure 4.3. Hybrid-electric aircraft block fuel characteristics for all four air-
craft technology cases in consideration (at 80% load factor)

4.3.2 Economic Factors

4.3.2.1 Aircraft Cost Modeling

This work uses the aircraft cost model discussed by Yang et al. [  130 ] with updates

to some cost components that reflect the acquisition and operating costs for a single-aisle

hybrid-electric aircraft. The cost model estimates the acquisition cost and the operating
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costs separately. The acquisition cost is based on the modified DAPCA (Development and

Production Costs for Aircraft) model described by Raymer [  91 ], and is calibrated using

existing commercial aircraft cost data for different aircraft sizes. The operational costs –

non-fuel direct operating costs (DOC) and indirect operating costs (IOC) – are based on the

cost estimation equations from the Air Transportation Association of America (ATA) model

[ 131 ], a DOC + Interest estimation developed by Liebeck [  132 ], and a non-fuel DOC + IOC

cost model developed for FLOPS by Johnson [ 133 ].

The acquisition cost for a hybrid-electric aircraft is expected to be higher compared to a

conventional (all fuel-burning) aircraft of the same size because of the addition of a hybrid-

electric propulsion system. The hybrid-electric propulsion system is expected to be costlier

than a conventional propulsion system (gas turbine engine) because of the development costs

associated with high-power-density electric motors, power electronics, thermal systems, and

batteries – all of which are expected to accrue in the acquisition cost of the hybrid-electric

aircraft. Since no direct methods or tools exist to estimate the exact development costs for

electric motors and batteries, this work assumes that these costs will cause a 10% increase in

the total acquisition cost compared to a conventional aircraft of the same size. For reference,

gas turbine engine development cost for a conventional aircraft accounts for approximately

10% of the total acquisition cost.

4.3.2.2 Energy Cost Modeling

The fuel cost in FLEET is based on the predictions by EIA up to 2050, with some

adjustments discussed in Ref. [ 117 ]. This work considers three fuel price cases – ‘reference’,

‘low’, and ‘high’. The fuel prices are linearly extrapolated to 2055 based on the case-wise

fuel price growth percentages provided in the 2022 EIA database [ 134 ]. Figure  4.4 shows

the three sets of the adjusted fuel prices based on the 2012 EIA [ 135 ] reference fuel price

case and the matching of the ASCENT Project 10 [  117 ] survey respondents’ estimates of

2050 prices. In the ‘reference’ fuel price scenario, the fuel prices grow according to the 2012

EIA reference fuel price case with a slight adjustment so that the fuel price in 2050 reaches

$77.08/bbl price, followed by a 1% annual growth in price until 2055. In the ‘low’ fuel
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price scenario, the fuel prices grow according to the 2012 EIA reference fuel price case with

adjustments to reach $41.00/bbl price in 2050, followed by a 0.8% annual growth in price

until 2055. In the ‘high’ fuel price scenario, the fuel prices grow according to the 2012 EIA

reference fuel price case with adjustments to reach $180.81/bbl price in 2050, followed by a

1.2% annual growth in price until 2055.

Figure 4.4. Adjusted fuel prices in FLEET

The electricity cost in FLEET is based on the 2022 EIA [ 134 ] electricity cost predictions.

This work considers three electricity price cases – ‘reference’, ‘low’, and ‘high’. The electricity

cost employed is EIA’s average price to all users until 2050, followed by linear extrapolation

to 2055 based on case-wise electricity price growth percentages provided in the 2022 EIA

database [ 134 ]. In the ‘reference’ electricity price scenario, the electricity prices follow the

2022 EIA reference electricity price trend, followed by a 0.3% annual reduction in price until

2055. In the ‘low’ electricity price scenario, the electricity prices follow the 2022 EIA low

economy electricity price trend, followed by a 0.3% annual reduction in price until 2055.

Similarly, in the ‘high’ electricity price scenario, the electricity prices follow the 2022 EIA

high economy electricity price trend, followed by a 0.2% annual reduction in price until 2055.

Figure  4.6 shows the three sets of electricity prices in FLEET.
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Figure 4.5. Electricity prices in FLEET

4.3.2.3 Total Operating Cost for Hybrid-Electric Aircraft

In FLEET, the non-fuel DOC consists of maintenance cost, crew cost, insurance, servicing

cost, IOC, and acquisition cost. The total DOC for conventional aircraft is the sum of the

non-fuel DOC and the fuel cost. For hybrid-electric aircraft, the total DOC also considers the

electricity cost, i.e., the cost incurred to charge the hybrid-electric aircraft batteries before

every flight. Hence, the total DOC for a hybrid-electric aircraft is the sum of the non-fuel

DOC, fuel cost, and electricity cost. Table  4.4 compares the total DOC (for year 2036 on

sample route – LGA-ORD) for all four hybrid-electric aircraft with the “business-as-usual”

conventional future-in-class 3 aircraft they replace in FLEET.

The total DOC of the hybrid-electric aircraft (future-in-class 3) in FLEET is higher

than that of a corresponding class conventional aircraft (future-in-class 3), mainly due to an

increase in the maintenance and servicing cost of the hybrid-electric aircraft. Although the

fuel cost for the hybrid-electric aircraft is lower than future-in-class 3 conventional aircraft

(an outcome of partial electrification), the total energy cost (sum of fuel cost and electricity

cost) for all four hybrid-electric aircraft is higher than the fuel cost for the future-in-class 3
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Table 4.4. Total Direct Operating Cost (DOC) for hybrid-electric and
“business-as-usual” conventional future-in-class 3 aircraft in FLEET (for year
2036 on sample route – LGA-ORD)

conventional aircraft. The increase in total DOC also leads to a visible increase in the fares

charged for flying on routes with hybrid-electric aircraft operations in FLEET.

4.3.3 Life-cycle CO2 Emission Intensity

In FLEET, the CO2 emission intensity of Jet-A fuel is assumed to be 3.67 lb-CO2/lb-fuel,

considering all life-cycle emissions. The CO2 emission intensity of electricity considering life-

cycle emissions is not a constant number, rather it changes every year based on the changes

in the sources of electricity production, with renewable sources (like solar or wind) leading

to lower emission intensities compared to non-renewable sources (like coal or natural gas).

The 2022 EIA database [ 134 ] provides source-wise electricity production predictions until

2050. The database considers five main sources for electricity production – coal, petroleum

/ oil, natural gas, nuclear power, and renewable sources. This work estimates the overall

life-cycle emission intensity from electricity production for a given year by calculating the

weighted average of the emissions intensities from all five electricity production sources.

After 2050, the electricity production trend follows the source-wise electricity production

growth percentages available in the EIA database [ 134 ]. Equation  4.6 depicts the expression

used to calculate the overall life-cycle emission intensity.

EI =
∑

k ElecProdk ∗ EIk

ElecProdtotal
(4.6)
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where, k refers to electricity sources – coal, oil, natural gas, nuclear power, and renewables,

ElecProdk refers to the electricity produced (in kWh) by source k in a year, EIk refers to the

emission intensity from source k, and ElecProdtotal refers to the total electricity produced (in

kWh) in a year.

Figure 4.6. Life-cycle CO2 emission intensity of electricity in FLEET

The life-cycle emission intensities for the different sources, EIk , are adapted from the

values published by NREL [  136 ]. The life-cycle emission intensity value for renewables is

determined using the weighted average of the emission intensities from different renewable

sources (wind, hydropower, solar, biomass, and geothermal) and their contributions (in kWh)

to total electricity production [  137 ]. Figure  4.6 shows the life-cycle CO2 emission intensity

of electricity; the yearly CO2 emissions from electricity are calculated as a product of the

emission intensity for a given year and the electricity used to charge hybrid-electric aircraft

(proportional to the number of trips flown) over a whole year.
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5. MODELING THE IMPACT OF HYBRID-ELECTRIC

AIRCRAFT ON FUTURE FLEET-LEVEL EMISSIONS

The FLEET simulation is run from years 2005 to 2055 with single-aisle parallel hybrid-electric

aircraft introduced as future-in-class 3 aircraft in 2035. Year 2055 is chosen as the final year

of the simulation because of two reasons. First, the typical gap in EIS date between two

consecutive aircraft generations in FLEET is 15-20 years, and the latest aircraft in FLEET

has an EIS date of 2040 (refer to Table  4.1 ). Following the “business-as-usual” aircraft EIS

trend in FLEET, a new advanced technology aircraft needs to be introduced in FLEET in

the late-2050s. Running the FLEET simulation until 2055 allows us to prevent an overlap

with a new technology aircraft of the 2050s. Second, year 2055 is far enough from the EIS

date of the hybrid-electric aircraft (2035) to allow us to analyze a majority of the impact

that the induction of single-aisle hybrid-electric aircraft might have at a fleet-level.

In FLEET simulations, the aircraft are available to the airline to use one year after its

EIS date (i.e., the aircraft was first available during the EIS year, but the representative

day when that aircraft was part of regular service is the year following the EIS). Hence, the

hybrid-electric aircraft becomes available for allocation by the airline for a representative

day in 2036. The FLEET results only include CO2 emissions due to aircraft operations;

other carbon emissions related to updating current infrastructure are beyond the scope of

this work.

5.1 Fleet-level Simulation Results

This work investigates the possible changes in future fleet-level CO2 emissions with the

introduction of single-aisle hybrid-electric aircraft by exploring several simulation scenarios;

the scenarios include variation in hybrid-electric aircraft technology, cost of energy (for both

aviation fuel and electricity), and future demand projections. The aircraft technology is

varied as per the four hybrid-electric propulsion technology cases discussed in Section  3.2.1 ,

with case 1 using the most conservative technology and case 4 using the most optimistic

technology. The energy cost (including both aviation fuel and electricity) is varied from a
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‘low’ to a ‘high’ value, as discussed in Section  4.3.2.2 . The passenger demand projections

take into account the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on air travel demand and consider

demand recovery to pre-COVID-19 (2019) levels by 2023 or 2024 as the two variations. This

leads to a total of 24 scenarios using all possible aircraft technology, energy cost, and demand

projection combinations. Table  5.1 lists all these combinations, with the red colored text

signifying the primary scenario.

Table 5.1. FLEET simulation scenarios considering hybrid-electric aircraft
technology, energy price, and future demand projections

5.1.1 Primary Scenario

With the current modeling, the 2055 fleet-level CO2 emissions with the introduction

of single-aisle parallel hybrid-electric aircraft in 2035 are 1.21% lower than the baseline

“business-as-usual” case (with no hybrid-electric aircraft). Figure  5.1 shows the normalized

CO2 emissions for both the cases. The hybrid-electric aircraft considered in this scenario is

‘case 1 - 8MW’, i.e., the one with the most conservative hybrid-electric propulsion technology

(refer to Section  3.2.1 ). The fleet-level CO2 emissions for the case with hybrid-electric

aircraft are slightly higher than the baseline “business-as-usual” case until year 2049 (with

a maximum increase of 0.74% compared to the baseline case), followed by a continuous

reduction in emissions up to year 2055. The difference in CO2 emissions for the two cases
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from years 2036 to 2052 is not large enough to be clearly visible in Figure  5.1 . Figure  5.2 

shows the passenger demand and the trips flown for both the cases.

Figure 5.1. Normalized fleet-level CO2 emissions for primary scenario from
FLEET simulation

The reduction in fleet-level CO2 emissions with the induction of single-aisle hybrid-electric

aircraft in the airline fleet does not seem to be proportional to the aircraft-level fuel consump-

tion benefit seen in the previous chapters. There are two main reasons for this behavior – 1)

limited range of the hybrid-electric aircraft compared to a conventional aircraft of the same

passenger capacity, and 2) higher operational cost of the hybrid-electric aircraft compared

to the conventional future-in-class 3 aircraft it replaces.

The introduction and allocation of the range-limited hybrid-electric aircraft in FLEET

causes the airline to change the usage, retirement and acquisition of its conventional aircraft.

Essentially, the airline modifies its conventional aircraft allocation for classes 4, 5 and 6 after

year 2035 to accommodate the new reduced-range class of single-aisle hybrid-electric aircraft.

The change in the utilization of the conventional aircraft fleet when hybrid-electric aircraft

are introduced is visible by comparing the two charts in Figure  5.3 . In the figure, each layer

(represented by a different color) in both charts indicates the class-wise CO2 emissions from
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Figure 5.2. Primary scenario – (a) passenger demand served, (b) number of trips flown

each of the six classes of subsonic aircraft in FLEET, with overall CO2 emissions from class

1 aircraft appearing at the bottom and the overall CO2 emissions from class 6 stacked at

the top. Comparing the two charts, the pattern differs significantly after 2035, indicating a

drastic change in the CO2 emissions (and the allocation) of the conventional aircraft fleet

after the introduction of hybrid-electric aircraft in 2035.

As expected, the contribution of class 3 aircraft to overall CO2 emissions visibly reduces

after 2035 (yellow layer in Figure  5.3 a) due to the introduction of the future-in-class 3 hybrid-

electric aircraft. However, as these future-in-class 3 hybrid-electric aircraft are limited to a

much shorter mission range of 900 nmi (compared to the 3,260 nmi range of the conventional

– all Jet-A fuel burning – class 3 aircraft that they replaced), aircraft from classes 4 and 5

need to be utilized to serve the passenger demand on routes with route lengths greater than

900 nmi, i.e., routes that were predominantly served by the conventional class 3 aircraft in

airline fleet until year 2035 in the simulation. Subsequently, this leads to an increase in the

contribution of classes 4 and 5 to the fleet-level CO2 emissions (compare the purple and green

layers in Figures  5.3 a and  5.3 b) because they are now utilized less efficiently on routes much

shorter than their design ranges to satisfy the passenger demand, offsetting the reduction in

CO2 emissions from future-in-class 3 hybrid-electric aircraft after 2035.
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Figure 5.3. Class-wise CO2 emissions – (a) primary scenario with hybrid-
electric aircraft, (b) baseline “business-as-usual” scenario

Additionally, the higher cost of operation associated with the hybrid-electric aircraft

(Table  4.4 shows the sample operating cost) pushes the airline further to allocate aircraft

from other classes – mainly classes 4 and 5 – on routes previously served by class 3 aircraft

to maintain overall profitability. By 2053, the airline’s class 3 aircraft fleet consists only of

hybrid-electric aircraft, but still, the future-in-class 3 hybrid-electric aircraft only serve 404

routes out of the 1,182 eligible routes in FLEET in 2055 (with only 2,917 daily round-trips).

In contrast, the conventional future-in-class 3 aircraft for the baseline “business-as-usual”
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case serve 772 routes with 3,740 daily round-trips, indicating that the limited range and

higher operation costs of the hybrid-electric aircraft hinder their widespread allocation in

FLEET.

5.1.2 Additional Scenarios

5.1.2.1 Variation in Hybrid-Electric Aircraft Technology

The scenarios presented in this section explore the impact of hybrid-electric aircraft

technology on future fleet-level CO2 emissions. The hybrid-electric aircraft considered here

are ‘case 1 - 8MW’, ‘case 2 - 8MW’, ‘case 3 - 8MW’, and ‘case 4 - 8MW’, and are summarized

in Table  3.3 (Section  3.2.2 ). To properly capture the impact of the hybrid-electric aircraft

technology, the energy cost and passenger demand projection are held constant and set to

‘reference’ cost and ‘2023 recovery’ values, respectively.

Figure 5.4. Fleet-level CO2 emissions considering variations in hybrid-electric
aircraft technology; based on the ‘2023r + Reference’ scenario

Figure  5.4 shows the changes in future fleet-level CO2 emissions with the introduction of

the four different technology hybrid-electric aircraft (separately) in FLEET. As expected, we

see a maximum reduction in 2055 emissions when we introduce the most fuel-efficient case 4
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hybrid-electric aircraft (one with the most advanced hybrid-electric technology), compared

to the baseline “business-as-usual” case. The 2055 CO2 emissions reduce by 2.1% for case

4, 2.0% for case 3, 1.9% for case 2, and 1.2% for case 1 (one with most conservative hybrid-

electric technology). The case 4 hybrid-electric aircraft leads to early fleet-level emission

reduction benefits compared to all other cases, starting from year 2049 (depicted by the

purple solid line in Figure  5.4 ).

Analyzing the class-wise CO2 emission charts shown in Figure  5.5 , the introduction of

hybrid-electric aircraft causes significant changes in the contribution of different classes to

fleet-wide emissions. As expected, the class 3 emissions for all four cases are lower than

the baseline case; however, the emissions from classes 2, 4, and 5 are higher for all four

cases (except for class 2 emissions for case 3). Because all the charts in Figure  5.5 are

scaled similarly, the significant reduction in emissions from the class 3 fleet is clearly off-set

by the classes 2, 4, and 5 fleets. For example, considering year 2055 for case 3 (depicted

by solid yellow line in all charts in Figure  5.5 ), even with reduced emissions from class 2

fleet (Figure  5.5 a), class 3 fleet (emissions are minutely lower than case 4 – Figure  5.5 d),

and class 5 fleet (Figure  5.5 d), the overall emissions are slightly higher than case 4 due

to much higher emissions from class 4 (signifying that the airline finds it more profitable

in this case to operate class 4 instead of class 2 aircraft on routes that are not profitable

for class 3 hybrid-electric aircraft – Figure  5.5 c). The CO2 emission trends due to the

introduction of case 3 and case 4 hybrid-electric aircraft are very close after year 2052, with

a maximum difference of 0.32% in fleet-level emissions. This indicates that the based on

the current modeling, fleet-level benefits possible from the introduction of highly advanced

case 4 aircraft are negligible compared to the additional research and development costs

and effort involved in developing the highly advanced case 4 hybrid-electric technology over

the technology present in case 3, which might make technology advancement for single-aisle

hybrid-electric aircraft economically infeasible after a particular stage (that stage is case 3

hybrid-electric technology for the current discussion).
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Figure 5.5. Class-wise CO2 emissions considering variations in hybrid-electric
aircraft technology – (a) class 2, (b) class 3, (c) class 4, and (d) class 5; based
on the ‘2023r + Reference’ scenario

5.1.2.2 Variation in Energy Cost

The FLEET simulation runs conducted here explore the impact of fuel cost and electricity

cost on future fleet-level CO2 emissions; the energy costs (fuel and electricity) considered

here are ‘reference’, ‘low’, and ‘high’ (Section  4.3.2.2 provides a detailed description of the

cost modeling in FLEET). This study could help to directly influence future policy making

decisions regarding levying higher carbon taxes, or regulating aviation fuel price, to either

mold passenger demand or airlines’ environment-friendly growth strategies. To solely capture
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the impact of energy cost on emissions at a fleet-level, the hybrid-electric aircraft technology

and passenger demand projection are held constant and set to ‘case 1’ hybrid-electric aircraft

and ‘2023 recovery’ value, respectively. Figure  5.6 shows the changes in future fleet-level CO2

emissions with variations in the energy cost in FLEET, along with their respective baseline

“business-as-usual” (without hybrid-electric aircraft) emissions.

Figure 5.6. Fleet-level CO2 emissions considering variations in energy cost;
based on the ‘2023r + HE case 1’ scenario

As expected, the scenario with ‘high’ energy costs leads to the lowest fleet-level emissions

after 2022 for both with hybrid-electric and baseline (without hybrid-electric) cases. The

introduction of case 1 hybrid-electric aircraft leads to a 2.25% reduction in CO2 emissions

in 2055 compared to the ‘high’ baseline case. Comparing with the scenarios with ‘low’ and

‘reference’ energy costs, the ‘high’ energy cost scenario leads to 26.17% and 15.92% reduction

in 2055 emissions for the baseline (no hybrid-electric) cases, and 26.34% and 16.80% reduction

in 2055 emissions for the cases with hybrid-electric aircraft.

One of the reasons for the lower emissions from the ‘high’ energy cost scenario is that

the high energy price (for both aviation fuel and electricity) directly impacts the operating

cost of the aircraft, causing the airline to charge higher ticket fares, which subsequently

lowers passenger demand and airline operations, ultimately leading to lower fleet-level CO2

emissions in the simulation. Figure  5.7 shows the passenger demand and trips flown in
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Figure 5.7. Variation in energy cost – (a) passenger demand served, (b)
number of trips flown, all normalized with respect to the 2005 values; based
on the ‘2023r + HE case 1’ scenario

FLEET for the different energy costs in consideration; it is clearly visible from the figure

that ‘high’ energy cost leads to lower passenger demand, and subsequently, lower number of

trips flown. Another reason for the lower emissions from the ‘high’ energy cost scenario is a

change in the airline’s usage, retirement and acquisition of its aircraft when the fuel cost is

high. Figure  5.8 shows the class-wise contribution to fleet-level emissions for all the cases.

Analyzing Figure  5.8 b, the airline tends to use more class 5 aircraft than class 4 aircraft,

which is very different compared to the other two energy price cases ( 5.8 a and  5.8 c).

Similarly, the scenario with ‘low’ energy costs leads to the highest fleet-level emissions for

both with hybrid-electric and baseline (without hybrid-electric) cases, which is an attribute

of the higher passenger demand (and subsequently higher number of trips flown) seen for the

case. The introduction of case 1 hybrid-electric aircraft leads to a 2.02% reduction in CO2

emissions in 2055 compared to the baseline case. The ’reference’ energy cost scenario lies

almost in the middle in terms of the future fleet-level CO2 emission predictions (see Figure

 5.6 ).
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Figure 5.8. Class-wise CO2 emissions considering variations in energy cost –
(a) reference cost (with hybrid-electric), (b) low cost (with hybrid-electric), (c)
high cost (with hybrid-electric), (d) reference cost (without hybrid-electric),
(e) low cost (without hybrid-electric), (f) high cost (without hybrid-electric);
based on the ‘2023r + HE case 1’ scenario

5.1.2.3 Variation in Future Passenger Demand Projections

The FLEET simulation runs conducted in this section explore the impact of future pas-

senger demand projections (related to recovery from COVID-19-related demand slump) on

future fleet-level CO2 emissions. This work considers the ‘2023 recovery’ scenario (demand

recovery to pre-COVID-19 levels by 2023) and ‘2024 recovery’ scenario (demand recovery

to pre-COVID-19 levels by 2024); Section  4.2 provides a detailed description of COVID-19-

related demand modeling in FLEET. To capture the impact of future passenger demand

projections on emissions at a fleet-level, the hybrid-electric aircraft technology and energy

cost are held constant and set to ‘case 1’ hybrid-electric aircraft and ‘reference’ value, re-

spectively. Figure  5.9 shows the changes in future fleet-level CO2 emissions with variations

in the future passenger demand projections in FLEET, along with their respective baseline

“business-as-usual” (without hybrid-electric aircraft) emissions.
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Figure 5.9. Fleet-level CO2 emissions considering variations in future pas-
senger demand projections; based on the ‘HE case 1 + Reference’ scenario

The ‘2024 recovery’ scenario leads to lower fleet-level emissions compared to the ‘2023

recovery’ scenario for all years after 2020; there is a reduction of 4.35% for the baseline (no

hybrid-electric) case and 4.87% for the case with hybrid-electric aircraft. This behavior is

an attribute of the slower passenger demand recovery for the ‘2024 recovery’ case, which

leads to a lower overall passenger demand after the demand slump in 2020 due to COVID-19

pandemic. The lower passenger demand leads to a lower number of trips, ultimately leading

to lower CO2 emissions. Figure  5.10 shows the passenger demand and trips flown for the two

passenger demand recovery scenarios in FLEET. With the introduction of hybrid-electric

aircraft, the 2055 CO2 emissions reduce by 1.23% for the ‘2023 recovery’ case and 1.77%

for the ‘2024 recovery’ case. These results re-emphasize the fact that passenger demand can

drive future fleet-level emissions and will always remain in important factor whenever we are

predicting the future impact of commercial aviation.

5.1.3 Future Emission Trends

This section explores the changes in future fleet-level emissions considering all 24 scenar-

ios with hybrid-electric (summarized in Table  5.1 ). The CO2 emissions from all 24 scenarios
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Figure 5.10. Variation in future passenger demand projections – (a) passen-
ger demand served, (b) number of trips flown, all normalized with respect to
the 2005 values; based on the ‘HE case 1 + Reference’ scenario

and the six baseline scenarios (‘2023 recovery+reference cost’,‘2023 recovery+low cost’, ‘2023

recovery+high cost’, ‘2024 recovery+reference cost’, ‘2024 recovery+low cost’, ‘2024 recov-

ery+high cost’) are plotted using a box plot. Figure  5.11 shows the range of CO2 emissions

possible with the use of hybrid-electric aircraft (shown in green color) and without them

(“baseline business-as-usual” – shown in black color), considering all 24 scenarios. The cen-

tral round mark in the figure indicates the median, and the bottom and top edges of the

box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles; the whiskers extend to the most extreme data

points. Following the central round marks in the figure, we can clearly see that the median

value for the CO2 emissions with the introduction of hybrid-electric aircraft starts to reduce

after 2050; the degree of reduction possible in the CO2 emissions is dependent on the sce-

nario at hand. Based on the current modeling, the fleet-level emissions seem to reduce with

more advanced hybrid-electric aircraft technology, higher energy cost, and slower demand

recovery.
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Figure 5.11. Normalized fleet-level CO2 emissions considering all scenarios;
box plot shows the median, the 25th and 75th percentile, and the most extreme
data points, to signify the possible range of future emissions

5.2 Additional Studies

5.2.1 Impact of Hybrid-Electric Aircraft Range Capability

This study explores the impact on fleet-level emissions when a hybrid-electric aircraft

with an increased design range is introduced in an airline fleet. The design range of the

hybrid-electric aircraft is increased to 1,200 nmi and only the ‘case 1 - 8MW’ and ‘case 4 -

8MW’ technology cases are taken into consideration. To accomplish this study, the author

sized two new hybrid-electric aircraft (case 1 and case 4, without fuselage resizing) with the

increased design range of 1,200 nmi using the hybrid-electric aircraft sizing tool, followed

by generating their performance coefficients using the energy management tool (using the

same approach explained for all other hybrid-electric aircraft). To properly capture the fleet-
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level impact of increasing the hybrid-electric aircraft range capability, the energy cost and

passenger demand projection values in FLEET are held constant and set to ‘reference’ cost

and ‘2023 recovery’, respectively.

Figure 5.12. Increase in hybrid-electric aircraft range capability – (a) fleet-
level CO2 emissions, (b) passenger demand served, all normalized with respect
to the 2005 values; based on the ‘2023r + Reference’ scenario

Figure  5.12 a shows the changes in future fleet-level CO2 emissions with the introduction

of longer range hybrid-electric aircraft in FLEET. Interestingly, we see that the overall CO2

emissions increase by approximately 1.5% when the case 1 hybrid-electric aircraft with 1,200
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nmi range are made available to the airline (denoted by red solid line in Figure  5.12 a).

The reason for this behavior is that the airline is now able to allocate these longer range

hybrid-electric aircraft on a larger number of routes. These increased allocations increases

the passenger demand served by the airline, which is accompanied by an increase in the

number of trips, leading to higher fleet-level CO2 emissions. However, when we introduce a

1,200 nmi range hybrid-electric aircraft with the most advanced technology case considered

in this work, i.e., case 4 (‘case 4 - 1200 nmi’), we see that the fleet-level CO2 emissions are

visibly lower compared to ‘case 1 - 1200 nmi’ (shown by red and yellow solid lines in Figure

 5.12 a). When compared to one of the 900 nmi range cases (‘case 1 - 900 nmi’), ‘case 4 - 1200

nmi’ scenario leads to lower emissions for all years (except 2050 to 2053) even while serving

a higher passenger demand; Figure  5.12 b depicts the normalized passenger demand for the

cases in consideration.

5.2.2 Impact of Hybrid-Electric Aircraft Non-Fuel Direct Operating Cost

As explained in Section  4.3.2.1 , the total aircraft operating cost is the sum of the non-

fuel DOC and the energy cost (fuel cost and electricity cost). Since the energy costs are

governed by the energy cost scenarios (‘reference’, ‘low’, and ‘high’), this study explores the

fleet-level emission impact of changes in the future hybrid-electric aircraft non-fuel DOC.

Two aircraft cost scenarios are taken into consideration – 1) the hybrid-electric aircraft non-

fuel DOC is same as that of a conventional (non hybrid-electric) future-in-class 3 aircraft in

FLEET (referred to as ‘HE cost 1’), and 2) the hybrid-electric aircraft non-fuel DOC is only

85% of the non-fuel DOC of a conventional (non hybrid-electric) future-in-class 3 aircraft in

FLEET (referred to as ‘HE cost 2’). The hybrid-electric aircraft non-fuel DOCs for both the

scenarios presented here are lower than the non-fuel DOC used in all the previous scenarios

– as discussed in Section  4.3.2.1 (referred to as ‘Reference HE cost’). To solely capture the

impact of aircraft cost on emissions at a fleet-level, the hybrid-electric aircraft technology,

energy cost, and passenger demand projection are held constant and set to ‘case 1’ hybrid-

electric aircraft, ‘reference’ cost, and ‘2023 recovery’ values, respectively.
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Figure 5.13. Change in hybrid-electric aircraft non-fuel DOC – (a) fleet-level
CO2 emissions, (b) passenger demand served, all normalized with respect to
the 2005 values; based on the ‘2023r + Reference’ scenario

Figure  5.13 shows the changes in future fleet-level CO2 emissions with variations in the

hybrid-electric aircraft cost in FLEET. As visible from Figure  5.13 a, the fleet-level emissions

are slightly lower after 2053 for ‘HE cost 1’ and ‘HE cost 2’ scenarios (denoted by red

and yellow solid lines, respectively), with ‘HE cost 1’ leading to the lowest emissions in

2055. Before 2053, the fleet-level emissions for ‘HE cost 1’ and ‘HE cost 2’ scenarios are

slightly higher than the ‘Reference HE cost’ case, with the ‘HE cost 2’ scenario leading to
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the highest emissions. This behavior is an attribute of the fact that, as the hybrid-electric

non-fuel DOC gets lower (which means that the aircraft becomes cheaper to operate), the

airline increases the hybrid-electric aircraft allocations, which in turn causes a ripple effect

across the allocations of all other aircraft classes. From Figure  5.13 b, we can see that the

airline ends up serving a slightly higher demand before 2053 for ‘HE cost 1’ and ‘HE cost 2’

scenarios, which is accompanied by higher number of trips, leading to higher emissions.

5.3 Conclusion

The results presented in this work conclude that the introduction of a single-aisle hybrid-

electric aircraft in 2035 could potentially lead to reduced fleet-level CO2 emissions compared

to the baseline “business-as-usual” case with only conventional aircraft. The maximum

reduction in 2055 fleet-level emissions is seen with the introduction of case 4 hybrid-electric

aircraft, along with ‘high’ energy cost scenario and ‘2024 recovery’ scenario. The introduction

and allocation of the reduced range capability hybrid-electric aircraft changes the airline’s

usage, retirement and acquisition of its conventional aircraft fleet. Even though the emissions

from the class 3 hybrid-electric are lower compared to the baseline case, their introduction

creates a ripple effect, causing an increase in the emissions from classes 2, 4, and 5 aircraft as

they need to satisfy a larger segment of the passenger demand compared to the baseline case

(a combined effect of the hybrid-electric aircraft’s lower range and higher operating cost).

The 2055 fleet-level CO2 emissions vary with variations in hybrid-electric aircraft tech-

nology, energy cost, and future demand projections. As expected, more advanced hybrid-

electric aircraft technology leads to lower fleet-level CO2 emissions, as does lower future

demand projection. Higher energy costs also lead to lower emissions due to a reduction in

passenger demand (as the higher fuel and electricity prices get transferred to the passengers

through higher ticket fares, discouraging air travel demand growth).

The additional studies provide further information about the sensitivity of the future

fleet-level CO2 emission predictions with respect to hybrid-electric aircraft range-capability

and operating cost. Looking at the impact of an increase in the hybrid-electric aircraft range

capability, even a 300 nmi increase in the design range of the hybrid-electric aircraft (from 900
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nmi to 1,200 nmi) leads to noticeable changes in the future fleet-level emissions. Analyzing

the impact of changes in the hybrid-electric aircraft operating cost (non-fuel DOC), even

for a 36% reduction in the non-fuel DOC of the hybrid-electric aircraft (for ‘HE cost 2’

scenario compared to the reference hybrid-electric aircraft cost – discussed in Section  4.3.2.1 ),

the changes in future fleet-level emissions are not significant. Hence, based on the current

modeling, the future fleet-level CO2 emissions could be less sensitive to the operating cost

of the hybrid-electric aircraft than its range capability.
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6. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The current work develops and validates a “flight-mechanics-based” hybrid-electric aircraft

sizing tool, and then uses the tool to size multiple hybrid-electric aircraft. The sizing tool so

developed uses low-fidelity approaches for propulsion modeling, aerodynamics, and weight

estimation, and medium-fidelity approaches for mission analysis and geometry modeling.

On the propulsion side, the current approach uses rubber engine sizing based on a baseline

gas turbine engine modeled in NPSS; there is no continuous integration of the NPSS engine

model with the sizing optimizer. Future work could include continuously linking the gas

turbine engine model in NPSS with the sizing tool to avoid rubber engine sizing, and to

provide better estimates for the electric motor and battery sizing. This approach would

also allow us to model the hybrid-electric system components (motors, inverters, etc.) in

NPSS, allowing for a higher fidelity. On the geometry side, current work first models the

aircraft using CAD and then stretches the fuselage based on the required battery volume

to accommodate the battery packs. Future work could include setting up a continuous

integration of the CAD model with the sizing optimizer to allow the optimizer to explore

different aircraft configurations, including unconventional configurations, while sizing the

hybrid-electric aircraft.

Once the aircraft is optimally sized, the energy management tool identifies the optimal

power split between the gas turbine engines and the electric motors to allow the aircraft to

fly an off-design mission with minimal fuel consumption. Current work uses a traditional

optimization approach to find the optimal power split that minimizes off-design mission

fuel burn. This approach involves dividing the mission into smaller segments and finding a

constant power split value for every segment. A continuous optimization of the power split

between the two propulsion sources onboard the aircraft could lead to even lower fuel burn for

a given off-design mission. Future work could include using a reinforcement learning-based

(RL-based) problem setup to solve for optimal fuel consumption for an off-design mission.

Such an approach will remove the mission range-based sub-segments in the cruise segment

and provide a more uniform / realistic approach for controlling the gas turbine engine and
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electric motor throttles. A RL-based approach will also allow us to include uncertainties,

like winds-aloft, in the optimal power split solution, making it applicable in the real world.

Although the current work sheds light on the possible fleet-level impacts of introducing

hybrid-electric aircraft in an airline fleet using FLEET, the results are based on FLEET’s

current point-to-point route network. The route network in FLEET is based on the BTS

T-100 Segment data, limiting the route network to US-touching routes only, in addition to

the point-to-point nature. Given the reduced range capability of the hybrid-electric aircraft,

the author suspects that airlines might move to a hub-and-spoke model when the hybrid-

electric aircraft are introduced in the mid-2030s. This is because the hybrid-electric aircraft

could serve shorter routes to and from smaller airports (with lower passenger demand) to

the hub, while the bigger (longer-range) aircraft can be used to connect different hubs. This

could lead to high load factors for both hybrid-electric aircraft connecting the spokes to the

hubs, and the longer-range aircraft making other busier and longer connections, potentially

increasing the overall profit for airlines. Implementing such a hub-and-spoke airline model

in FLEET would require a network and airline model update, which would require updating

the current resource allocation problem to an assignment problem. Additionally, expanding

FLEET’s route network to a global network could be helpful to see the global impact of the

introduction of hybrid-electric aircraft.

Future work could also include incorporating additional aircraft with electrified propul-

sion in the FLEET simulation to closely mimic the current (and future) aviation industry

trends, leading to better estimates of future fleet-level CO2 emissions. These additional air-

craft could include a regional parallel hybrid-electric aircraft (would replace the conventional

future-in-class 2 aircraft in FLEET with an EIS of 2025), a large (twin-aisle) series hybrid-

electric aircraft with clean-sheet design using unconventional configurations like boundary

layer ingestion, distributed electric propulsion, blended-wing-body, etc. (would replace the

conventional future-in-class 4 or 5 aircraft in FLEET with an EIS of mid-2040s), and a

very large turbo-electric aircraft (would replace the conventional future-in-class 6 aircraft in

FLEET with an EIS of early 2050s).
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7. CONCLUSION

This dissertation describes an attempt to simulate a profit-seeking “U.S.-flag carrier” airline’s

behavior when hybrid-electric aircraft are made available to its fleet in 2035, and to predict

the subsequent total fleet carbon emissions. Since hybrid-electric aircraft modeling (sizing

and performance analysis) has its own challenges as traditional sizing approaches and legacy

sizing tools do not work directly for these aircraft, this work presents a sizing tool and a

performance analysis tool (energy management) to enable the sizing and analysis of hybrid-

electric aircraft. The fleet-level results assess the possible contribution of single-aisle hybrid-

electric aircraft in driving down future fleet-level CO2 emissions.

To appropriately model hybrid-electric aircraft, the author presents a “flight-mechanics-

based” sizing tool, with an optimization problem at its core to minimize fuel consumption

while meeting multiple performance and simultaneous-design-and-analysis (SAND) approach

constraints. Some of the distinct features of the sizing tool include the capability to size the

electric motors in conjunction with downsizing the gas turbine engines while satisfying the

one-engine-inoperative and top-of-climb constraints, and the capability to re-size / stretch

the aircraft fuselage to meet the volumetric constraints associated with accommodating

the required battery packs. Current work considers that electric power is available only

during the takeoff and climb segments, but the tool can be easily adapted to include other

flight segments. Four hybrid-electric propulsion technology cases related to future battery

and electric motor technology predictions are considered, with case 1 serving as the most

conservative case (with low uncertainty) and case 4 serving as the most optimistic case (with

very high uncertainty). This work conducts conceptual design for only a single-aisle parallel

hybrid-electric aircraft with 185 seats and a design range of 900 nmi; other size hybrid-electric

aircraft can be sized using the presented tool with minimal modifications.

Considering fuselage re-sizing options (with fuselage re-sizing (wFuse) and without fuse-

lage re-sizing (woFuse)) and maximum electric motor power available to the sizing optimizer

(8 MW and 20 MW), 16 hybrid-electric aircraft designs are presented, with woFuse aircraft

saving more fuel than the wFuse aircraft, and the 20 MW aircraft saving more fuel than

the 8 MW aircraft. The sized hybrid-electric aircraft showcase a minimum fuel savings of
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15.6% (case 1 – wFuse – 8MW) and a maximum fuel savings of 22.5% (case 4 – woFuse

– 20MW) compared to a Boeing 737-800 aircraft. These fuel savings reduce to 1.7% and

10.3%, respectively, when compared to a same-generation conventional aircraft sized for a

design range of 900 nmi.

The sized hybrid-electric aircraft will rarely be flown for its design range of 900 nmi at

a 100% load factor as a part of airline operations. To identify the aircraft’s performance

characteristics for an off-design mission (characterized by lower payload, or lower mission

range, or both), an optimal energy management scheme that minimizes mission fuel burn

while optimally using the onboard battery energy is developed. The energy management tool

identifies the optimal power split between the two energy sources to minimize the fuel burn for

the payload-range combination in consideration; the tool can also concurrently optimize the

flight path. Current work explores two approaches for energy management with differences

in cruise segment implementation – “rule-based” cruise and “variable throttle” cruise. For a

standard mission (with no flight path optimization) of 637 nmi mission (LGA-ORD route) at

a 80% load factor, the “rule-based” cruise energy management scheme saves about 142.1 lbs

of fuel per flight compared to when there is no energy management. The “variable throttle”

cruise energy management scheme saves slightly more fuel 146.1 lbs compared to when there

is no energy management, but given the computational time required to obtain a solution

is very high for this scheme, the “rule-based” scheme seems like the more feasible approach.

When the flight path is concurrently optimized with the power split between the two energy

sources, the fuel savings increase to 276.1 lbs of fuel per flight (for the same payload-range

combination).

With the hybrid-electric aircraft performance coefficients generated using the “rule-

based” energy management scheme, this work predicts the possible changes in future fleet-

level emissions and aircraft operations using the Fleet-Level Environmental Evaluation Tool

(FLEET). The fleet-level results assess the contribution of single-aisle parallel hybrid-electric

aircraft in driving down future fleet-level CO2 emissions. With the current modeling, the

future fleet-level CO2 emissions do reduce proportional to the fuel burn reductions observed

for the hybrid-electric aircraft at an aircraft-level. This behavior can be majorly attributed

to the limited design range and the higher operating costs associated with the hybrid-electric
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aircraft compared to the single-aisle conventional aircraft they replace. The short range and

higher cost of the hybrid-electric aircraft forces the airline to allocate other classes of air-

craft on routes that were predominantly served by single-aisle aircraft to meet the passenger

demand and maintain profitability. Although there is a reduction in emissions from the

single-aisle aircraft class (due to operation of hybrid-electric aircraft), the emissions from

other classes of aircraft (particularly twin-aisle and large twin-aisle) increase due to their

increased number of trips (twin-aisle and large twin-aisle burn more fuel per seat-nmi, lead-

ing to more emissions), dwarfing the benefits seen by the operation of the hybrid-electric

aircraft.

The 2050 fleet-level emissions vary with variations in hybrid-electric aircraft technology,

energy cost, and future demand projections. As expected, more advanced hybrid-electric

aircraft technology leads to lower fleet-level CO2 emissions, as does lower future demand

projection. Higher energy costs also lead to lower emissions due to a reduction in passenger

demand (as the higher fuel and electricity prices get transferred to the passengers through

higher ticket fares, discouraging air travel demand growth).

With the current modeling, the 2050 fleet-level CO2 emissions with the introduction of

single-aisle hybrid-electric aircraft are much higher than the 2005 CO2 emissions levels. This

clearly indicates that the 2050 CO2 emissions goals set forth by organizations such as IATA

and ICAO cannot be met just by introducing single-aisle parallel hybrid-electric aircraft to

airline fleets. Although a reduction in passenger demand could get us closer to the 2005

levels, this is not a feasible solution to reducing the carbon footprint of commercial aviation.

The author firmly believes that no single aircraft technology or approach could be a

solution to the carbon emission problem at hand. Rather, a combination of technologies and

policy are required to reduce the overall fleet-level CO2 emissions from commercial aviation.

Sustainable aviation fuels show potential to bring some respite in fleet-level CO2 emissions

[ 82 ], given that their penetration-levels and production levels meet the required targets.

Similarly, hydrogen aircraft could be a part of the solution, given that we can produce

and supply hydrogen sustainably, along with figuring out some aircraft design challenges

associated with propulsion and hydrogen storage onboard the aircraft. On the other hand,

introducing all-electric smaller aircraft like small regional jets and regional jets could help
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to further bring down emissions, when used in conjunction with other technologies. The

single-aisle parallel hybrid-electric aircraft could also contribute to bringing down fleet-level

emission when introduced with other technology aircraft and some policy changes to lower

down their operating costs. Until then, the aviation community working on different aircraft

technologies, fuels, and policy-making need to work together to ensure that all of them

complement each other, rather than competing with each other.
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